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ABSTRACT
THE PREDICTORS OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
PARTICIPATION IN ELDERLY CARDIAC PATIENTS
Background: Exercise adherence is particularly low among elderly patients with
low functional capacity.
Purpose: This study was undertaken to assess the relationship between measures
of physical function (PF) with physical activity (PA) in elderly cardiac patients.
Methods: PF was assessed in 93 elderly patients involved in cardiac rehab
(78M:15F; age 70 ± 7 years). Measures included the Multidimensional SelfReport Exercise Self-Efficacy, Medical Outcome Study 36-item Short Form
Health Survey, Late Life Function and Disability Instrument, grip strength, gait
speed, timed up and go test and a six minute walk test. PA was assessed using the
SWA which provided data on steps/day (STEPS) and time spent at different MET
levels (i.e., sedentary [waking time < 1.5 METs, mild [1.5-3.0 METs], moderate
[3.0-5.0 METs] and vigorous [>5.0 METs]).
Results: Patients averaged 5,467 ± 3,508 STEPS while spending 67 ± 43
minutes/day in moderate PA. The best predictor of PA was the 6MWT which only
provided a moderate indication of STEPS (r2=0.34; P<0.05).
Conclusion: Many elderly cardiac patients may be considered sedentary using
STEPS. However, many still accumulated > 60 minutes of moderate PA which is
associated with many health benefits.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Problem Statement
Exercised based cardiac rehabilitation (CR) has been shown to improve

functional capacity, cardiovascular risk factors and reduce morbidity and
mortality from coronary heart disease (CHD).[1-3] However, the benefits of
exercise are only maintained as long as the exercise behaviour is maintained.[4]
Secondary prevention and the long term success of CR programs are therefore
subject to the patient’s ability to maintain healthy behaviours, particularly
participation in physical activity (PA).[4-6] Although, findings suggest that many
patients maintain healthy behaviours following CR[5, 7-9] other studies have
found that many cardiac patients experience a worsening of their cardiovascular
risk factors and a decrease in PA and exercise capacity post-CR.[10, 11] Several
studies have demonstrated that as many as 50% of cardiac patients return to a
sedentary lifestyle within one year of completing CR.[4, 6, 7, 10, 12-14] This
finding is of particular concern for the elderly cardiac patient where a decrease in
functional reserve may lead to a loss of independence and increased morbidity
and mortality rates. Therefore, an investigation into the predictors of participation
in PA in elderly cardiac patients may be warranted.
Previous studies on the predictors of long term PA participation in cardiac
patients post-CR have largely focused on psychosocial factors and found exercise
self-efficacy (SE) (i.e., the belief in being able to successfully execute the
behaviour required to produce the desired outcome), PA intentions (i.e., a
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patient’s intention to engage in physical activity), health related barriers (i.e.,
potential obstacles that may prevent a patient from engaging in PA), education
level, and socioeconomic status to be associated with participation in PA.[15]
Other studies involving patients not attending a formal exercise program noted
that those with low SE reported lower PA participation.[15, 16]
For elderly cardiac patients participation in PA may be more complicated
by the presence of co-morbidities.[17-19] In this population, the existence of
adverse psychosocial factors and functional limitations may exacerbate physical
inactivity. For example 25-50% of community dwelling elderly adults have a fear
of falling and 56% of those who fear falling limit their activities.[20] Those with a
fear of falling also performed significantly worse on measures of balance,
mobility and activities of daily living (ADL).[21] A study by Shimada et al. found
that among community dwelling elderly adults, the average gait speed (GS) was
approximately 1.25 m/s, which is approaching a threshold ( < 1m/s) that has
been suggested as a predictor of PA cessation.[19]
Traditionally one of the primary outcome measures of CR has been
exercise capacity which is typically assessed with a graded exercise test or the six
minute walk test (6MWT). It is assumed that by increasing exercise capacity
cardiac patients will be more physically active. However, in a study by Ashe et al.
2007, high exercise capacity was not predictive of increased levels of PA in
community dwelling seniors with chronic conditions. Indeed the best predictor of
exercise capacity and measures of PA participation was mobility as measured by
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the timed up and go (TUG) test.[22] This finding suggests that leg and core
strength may be important determinants of PA participation.
Although there is a body of literature on the predictors of PA participation
in cardiac patients, the majority of the literature has focused on psychosocial
factors and few have specifically examined elderly patients. Further, those studies
that have examined PA participation in elderly cardiac patients have almost
exclusively relied on subjective measures to assess PA. These measures tend to
overestimate the amount of PA performed.[23] Little is known about the
relationship of measures of physical functioning with PA participation in elderly
cardiac populations using objective measures. Therefore, the purpose of this study
is to determine the predictors of PA participation in elderly cardiac patients.
1.2

Significance
Coronary heart disease is one of the most common causes of death and its

incidence and prevalence increase with age.[24] More than 25% of adults over the
age of 65 have clinical findings of CHD.[25] Furthermore, CHD can result in a
decreased functional capacity which may impact one’s independence.[12, 24, 26]
Indeed, approximately 20% of disabled community dwelling elderly adults report
CHD to be a major contributor to their disability.[25] This is concerning because
the disabilities or functional limitations the elderly already experience reduces
their functional reserve and places them near a threshold for independence thus
exposing them to an increased risk of hospitalization, morbidity and ultimately
mortality.[24, 27, 28] This will become an even greater concern for public health
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with the aging of the population as by 2036 one in four adults is expected to be
over the age of 65.[29]
From a rehabilitation standpoint, identifying the predictors of PA
participation could help us better understand the factors that influence PA patterns
in elderly cardiac patients. Through better understanding these factors we may be
able to improve long term PA participation and adherence in this population. In
turn this could reduce the societal and economic burden of elderly cardiac patients
associated with their increased dependence on others and use of health care
services.
1.3

Definition of terms

Physical Activity: Physical activity is typically defined as “any bodily movement
produced by skeletal muscles that requires energy expenditure and produces
progressive health benefits.”[30]

Exercise: Exercise is commonly described as planned physical activity. The
resulting body movements are therefore typically structured and repetitive in
nature and are performed with the express purpose of improving or maintaining
health and fitness.[30, 31]

Resting Metabolic Rate: An individual’s resting metabolic rate is the energy cost
of sitting quietly at rest and is commonly accepted to be 3.5 ml/kg/min.[32, 33]
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Metabolic Equivalent: A metabolic equivalent (MET) is a means by which to
represent the energy cost of physical activity as multiples of a resting metabolic
rate. The advantage of using METs is that they provide a common descriptor of
workload and intensity for most modalities and populations. [32, 33]

Sedentary: Sedentary behaviour has been defined as “any waking behaviour
characterized by energy expenditure < 1.5 METs and in a sitting or reclined
posture.” [34] Yet operationally it may be defined as all behaviours with an
energy cost < 1.5 METs.[31, 35] The SWA can provide information on time spent
at different MET levels as well as time spent sleeping. Therefore, for the purpose
of this study sedentary time will be calculated as the difference between time
spent < 1.5 METs and time spent sleeping.

Activities of daily living: Activities of daily living refers to everyday tasks that
are required for an individual to perform in order to live independently. They may
be categorized as being either basic, those required for personal care (i.e., bathing,
dressing, etc.), or instrumental, house hold tasks (i.e., cooking, cleaning,
shopping, etc.).[36-39]

Disability: The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health
views disability as malfunctioning or “the negative aspect of functioning.”
Disability therefore may imply having “difficulty” or “limitations” in performing
everyday tasks required for independence.[24, 27, 40-42]
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Physical function: According to the American College of Sports Medicine
physical function is “the capacity of an individual to carry out physical activities
of daily living. Physical function reflects motor function and control, physical
fitness, and habitual physical activity and is an independent predictor of
functional independence, disability, morbidity and mortality.”[31]

Self-Efficacy: is the belief in being able to successfully execute the behaviour
required to produce a desired outcome. [15]

Health related quality of life: There is no well-established definition of quality
of life. However, some suggest that it consists primarily of two features:
functional status and perceived well-being. Health related quality of life according
to Shepherd et al., is therefore “a patient’s perception or subjective evaluation of
the impact of disease on their functional status and well-being.”[43]

Mobility: According to Patla et al. mobility may be defined as “the ability to
move independently from one point to another.”[44]

Exercise capacity: Exercise capacity is the maximum physical exertion that an
individual can sustain and is best characterised by maximum oxygen uptake
(VO2peak). Accurate assessment relies on a maximal effort from the individual that
is prolonged long enough to elicit a steady state response from the cardiovascular
system.[45, 46] Maximum oxygen uptake (VO2peak) may also be commonly
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referred to as maximal aerobic power or aerobic capacity.[47] As a result both
terms are often used interchangeably with exercise capacity. For the purpose of
this study maximal aerobic power and aerobic capacity will be used
interchangeable with exercise capacity.

Elderly: In the literature there is no well-established age range to define elderly;
however, a commonly used range is > 60 years of age. Furthermore, one of the
tools used in this study, the Late Life Function and Disability Instrument, was
specifically validated for use with older individuals > 60 years old.[48] Therefore,
for the purpose of this study elderly will be defined as > 60 years of age.

1.4

Objectives
Exercise-based CR has been shown to improve exercise capacity, physical

functioning, and psychosocial well-being in elderly cardiac patients.[2, 26] PA is
an important element for secondary prevention and maintenance of these
benefits.[4-6] However, additional studies are needed to assess the relationship of
measures of physical functioning with objective measures of PA participation in
elderly cardiac patients. Therefore, the primary objective of this study was to
examine a number of possible predictors of PA participation in elderly cardiac
patients. Physical activity was assessed objectively using the SenseWear™ Mini
Armband (SWA) (Body Media, Pittsburgh, PA) which provides information on
the number of steps taken per day (STEPS), daily energy expenditure (DEE),
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activity energy expenditure (AEE) as well as time spent at different PA intensities
(i.e., sedentary, mild, moderate and vigorous PA).
Few studies have compared elderly cardiac patients entering a CR exercise
program with those who have just completed an exercise-based CR program.
Furthermore no one has compared the daily PA patterns of these two populations
with elderly patients who have been compliant with an exercise regimen for more
than one year. Therefore, a secondary objective of this study was to compare the
differences between elderly cardiac patients involved in CR and patients who are
> 1 year post their cardiac event and have maintained a physically active lifestyle
on measures of self-reported (exercise SE [MSES], HRQL [SF-36], perceived
function [LLFDI]), and objective (Grip, GS, TUG, 6MWT) physical function as
well as participation in PA (STEPS, DEE, AEE, PA intensity time).
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Chapter II
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

Cardiac Rehabilitation and Physical Activity in the Elderly
The benefits of exercise-based CR are well documented and include

improvements in blood pressure, lipid profile, exercise capacity and a reduction in
obesity.[49, 50] Participation in CR has also been shown to have positive
influences on depression, anxiety, somatisation, hostility as well as improvements
in HRQL.[11, 50] Furthermore, participation in a CR program has also been
shown to decrease morbidity and mortality and more recently to improve
physical functioning in elderly cardiac patients.[51] As a result exercise based CR
has become an integral part in the treatment and secondary prevention of CHD.
For the elderly, CR tends to focus on improving exercise capacity, physical
functioning, HRQL and extending disease free survival. [52]
After completion of a CR program patients are encouraged to participate
in regular PA. This is because the benefits of PA are well established across both
healthy and diseased conditions as well as in the elderly and are similar to those
experienced by formal exercise programs.[11, 53-57] For example, PA reduces
the incidence of many chronic diseases and the associated risk factors. Being
physically fit or active may reduce the risk of premature death due to
cardiovascular disease (CVD) by 50% and PA has been shown to improve blood
pressure, lipid profile, insulin sensitivity and body composition.[53] Furthermore,
PA has also been shown to increases exercise capacity,[15] strength, flexibility
and mobility.[55, 58] In those with established CVD PA participation has been
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shown to improve endothelial dysfunction and potentially halt disease progression
and in some cases reverse plaque build-up. [59, 60] Even in those with CHD who
have adopted an active lifestyle later in life have been shown to experience a
reduced risk of all cause and CVD mortality.[61, 62] This has led to the
recommendation that everyone should be accumulating at least 30 minutes a day
of moderate intensity PA (i.e., brisk walking) on at least 5 days of the week.[55]
Participating in this minimum recommendation is associated with 20-40%
reduction in mortality risk.[63]
Probably the most important benefit of regular PA participation for the
elderly is the impact it has on their physical functioning and independence.[55,
58, 64] For example Daly et al., 2008 completed a 10 year follow up on the
effects of habitual PA on grip strength, balance and gait speed performance in
elderly men and women.[64] They compared four groups, those who were
inactive at baseline and inactive at follow up (II), inactive at baseline and active at
follow up (IA), active at baseline and inactive at follow up (AI), and active at both
baseline and follow up (AA). They found that at baseline there was no difference
between groups on balance while the active groups performed better on measures
of grip strength and gait velocity. At the 10 year follow up the significant decline
in grip strength and gait velocity was similar across all groups. However, those
active at baseline experienced a smaller decline in balance scores.[64]
In another study by Molino-Lova et al., 2011 the long term effects of a
structured PA intervention on physical performance in 99 elderly cardiac patients
(who just completed CR) was examined.[65] Nondisabled patients who received
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elective cardiac surgery and completed an inpatient rehabilitation program were
randomized into a control group (CG) and an intervention group (IG). The CG
completed a thrice weekly aerobic exercise program whereas the IG attended two
additional meetings at program onset where they were taught exercises aimed at
improving upper and lower limb muscular strength, body flexibility and muscle
length, dynamic balance and coordination. Afterwards, IG patients were
instructed to perform these exercises three times a week for approximately 30
minutes. Extensive information on the risk of disability and the consequences on
HRQL and family burden were also given to the IG. Participants in both groups
were assessed on physical performance using the Short Physical Performance
Battery (SPPB) at baseline and 1 year later. For the SPPB participants are timed
on three tasks that include balance, five repeated chair stands and a 4-m selfpaced walk. Results showed no differences between groups at baseline on their
SPPB score. However, the IG significantly improved their SPPB score while the
CG did not and the differences were maintained at the 1 year follow up.[65]
Despite the benefits of PA, some studies have found that as many as 50%
of cardiac patients stop participating in regular PA within a year of completing
CR.[66] In a recent study by Dolansky et al., 2010 the exercise adherence of 248
cardiac patients (age 62 years) was examined during and after a CR program.[11]
Participants were interviewed during the 12 week CR program and completed
questionnaires on joint pain, co-morbidity, self-efficacy, depressed mood, and
social support. They also completed a 6MWT to assess exercise capacity. Over
the 48 week duration of the study participants wore a heart rate monitor and
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completed daily activity logs over a 12 week period. Participants were given a
new heart rate monitor and activity log every three months over the 48 week
period. Adherence was defined as participating in at least 30 minutes of moderate
intensity exercise at least 3 times a week. They found that, at one year as many as
78% of participants were not meeting the recommended three sessions per week
of moderate intensity exercise.[11] This finding is supported by others, suggesting
that more research is required to better understand the factors that influence PA
participation.[67, 68]
2.2

Outcome Measures
Exercise SE has been shown to be an important mediator for the adoption

and adherence to health behaviours such as participation in PA.[69-74] Exercise
SE has also been shown to be more important in the early stages of behaviour
adoption[15, 74] as it may influence the level of commitment, persistence and
effort an individual exerts to obtain the desired outcome.[70] In the elderly,
exercise SE has been shown to be positively associated with measures of physical
function,[75] that PA participation improves SE[76] and those participating in PA
with high exercise SE are more likely to be more active[69] and to maintain that
behaviour.[77]
In cardiac patients exercise SE has been found to be positively associated
with CR outcome measures such as exercise capacity, HRQL[70, 78, 79] and that
women have lower exercise SE than men.[79] Studies have shown exercise SE to
be predictive of CR program compliance[80] and self-reported PA during the
program[81] as well as in the first few weeks following program completion.[82]
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In one study by Blanchard et al., 2006 the correlates of change in PA was
examined.[15] Five hundred fifty-five patients with CHD who did not attend CR
completed surveys at two, six and 12 months after hospital discharge on perceived
severity and susceptibility, exercise SE, PA intention, benefits and barriers of PA
and a PA questionnaire (Godin Leisure Time Exercise Questionnaire). It was
found that PA intentions and health related barriers were positively and negatively
associated with changes in PA across all three time intervals respectively.
However, using hierarchical linear regressions only the change in exercise SE was
predictive of changes in PA between baseline and six months with higher SE
predicting higher PA. While between six and 12 months having more time related
barriers decreased PA and perceiving more health related benefits increased
PA.[15] This finding suggests that exercise SE may play a more important role in
determining PA participation in elderly cardiac patients in the early stages of
adopting the behaviour such as those involved in CR. However, some of the
limitations of Blanchard’s et al., study include the use of a subjective measure of
PA which tends to overestimate PA and a large portion of the study’s participants
being younger than 61 years of age which limits its generalizability to elderly
cardiac patients.[23] Further investigation into the influence of SE on PA
participation in elderly cardiac patients is warranted using objective measures of
PA.
Several different questionnaires have been developed to assess exercise
SE. One exercise SE questionnaire, the multidimensional self-report exercise selfefficacy (MSES) questionnaire, was designed to assess three domains of SE;
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coping, task and scheduling, which are thought to be important for maintaining
the behaviour of PA participation.[83] The MSES has been found to be both
valid and reliable[83] and has been used with cardiac patients.[84]
2.3

Disability in Cardiac patients
The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health

(ICF) is a theoretical model used to examine an individual’s health and disability
as it relates to function.[42] In the general framework of the ICF disability is not
merely the result of a health condition but also depends on an individual’s body
functions, body structures, their activities and their participation in activities.[42]
An individual’s disability may further be impacted by the contextual factors, such
as their environment and personal factors, and is a dynamic process.[42]
Disability in the ICF is therefore “the negative aspect of functioning” and implies
that an individual is having “difficulty” in performing basic ADLs (i.e., bathing,
dressing, toileting) and instrumental activities of daily living (IADL: i.e., cooking,
housework, shopping).[37-39, 42] Studies have shown that elderly cardiac
patients experience high rates of disability with women experiencing higher rates
than men.[1, 27, 85, 86] The probability of developing a disability increases with
the number of co-morbidities.[85] Furthermore, many elderly adults’ physical
abilities may place them near a threshold of independence [24, 27, 28] and the
presence of CHD may cause them to fall below this threshold.[12, 24, 26]
As disability may be associated with having “difficulty” in performing
IADLs, it is not surprising that studies have shown that PA is inversely related to
disability in elderly populations.[87-91] For example a study by Wang et al., 2002
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examined the predictors of functional change in 1,875 elderly adults.[91]
Participants were interviewed biannually to determine physical function, chronic
medical conditions, smoking, alcohol consumption and PA until they were
diagnosed with dementia, dropped out or died. In the interview participants were
asked to rate their difficulty in performing various basic ADLs and IADLs on a
scale of zero, no difficulty, to three, unable to complete the tasks while
participating in regular exercise was defined as exercising at least 15 minutes
three times a week. Physical function was also assessed using a performancebased physical function (PPF) score consisting of performance on four tasks (GS,
repeated chair rise, standing balance, and grip strength). After an average followup of 3.4 years difficulty in ADLs and IADLs increased and PPF scores decreased
indicating poorer physical function. Those with morbidity had poorer function
than those without morbidity and those who exercised at least three times a week
experienced less of a functional decline then those who did not. This relationship
of exercise with physical function was most noticeable in those with CAD.
2.4

Health Related Quality of Life.
Health related quality of life is a common outcome measure of many

rehabilitation programs as it represents the patient’s perception of the impact of
their disease on their well-being.[43] In a study by Jeng & Braun 1997, 33 cardiac
patients participated in a 12 week tri-weekly exercise program that examined the
influence of exercise SE on exercise intensity, compliance rate and CR
outcomes.[79] Participants completed self-reported measures of fatigue
(Fatigue/Stamina Scale), anxiety (State-Trait Anxiety Inventory), depression (The
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Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale) and HRQL (The Medical
Outcome Study 36-item Short-Form health Survey (SF-36)) as well as a graded
exercise test at baseline and after program completion. It was found that exercise
SE improved throughout the program while compliance rates decreased. Exercise
SE was positively associated with exercise capacity (VO2max), stamina and HRQL
while it was negatively associated with fatigue. However, only changes in HRQL
were positively associated with higher compliance rates at the end of 12
weeks.[79] This finding suggests that HRQL may be an important predictor in PA
participation in elderly cardiac patients.
Many disease specific questionnaires have been used to assess HRQL in
cardiac patients. However, many of them often refer to symptoms and not the
ability to perform IADL. Their use in assessing outcome measures may also be
problematic as many have floor and ceiling effects and lack sensitivity to clinical
change.[92] The limitation of disease specific HRQL questionnaires may be
attributed to the lack of a gold standard for assessing new questionnaires. As a
result, a variety of different measures have been used to validate these tools.[92]
One frequently used measure in the development of disease specific HRQL
questionnaires is the SF-36.[93] The SF-36 is a commonly used general health
survey that assesses HRQL across several dimensions of health. The utility of
general health surveys over disease specific questionnaires is that they explore a
wider range of dimensions and outcomes, and thus, provide a more general
picture of health status.[56] Furthermore, the SF-36 is particularly useful in
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assessing HRQL in elderly community dwelling adults with mobility
limitations.[94-96]
2.5

Perceived Function and Disability
In a study by Dolansky et al., 2008 the early disability of older adults that

had experienced a cardiac event was examined.[40] Sixty elderly myocardial
infarct patients were recruited to undergo measurements of disability and
functional limitations (timed balance tests, chair rises and walking four meters,
self-reported rating) as well as complete a questionnaire on their self-reported
difficulty in performing daily activities (i.e., Katz Activities of Daily Living
Scale, Instrumental ADL Scale from the Older Americans Resource Survey).
Participants’ disability was calculated in two ways as an overall score (from 0 to
30) and categorically for ADLs and IADLs as being disabled (score of 0-5) and
not disabled (6-15). During the baseline interview participants were asked to think
of their disability and functional limitation prior to their cardiac event when
responding to the questionnaires. All measures were repeated at three and six
weeks after hospital discharge. Disability was positively associated with selfreported functional limitations, depression, gender and co-morbidity and
negatively associated with physical performance on the objective measures of
functional limitations. Self-reported functional limitations were negatively related
to physical performance. Objective measures of functional limitations improved
across all three measurements. However, at week six approximately 70% of
participants reported no improvement or a worsening of their disability in IADLs
from before their cardiac event.[40] This finding suggests that despite
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improvements in their physical performance, perceived function and disability did
not change. In studies with community dwelling elderly adults it has been shown
that those with a fear of falling limit their physical activities.[20, 21] It is possible
that in elderly cardiac patients perceived function and disability may be important
determinants of their PA participation similar to fear of falling in the elderly.
However, this requires further investigation.
One questionnaire that focuses on a person’s ability to perform IADL is
the Late Life Functioning and Disability Instrument (LLFDI). It was developed to
assess the constructs of functioning and disability in older community dwelling
adults (>60 years). The two domains of function and disability reflect an
individual’s ability to perform discreet physical tasks encountered in daily
routines and their ability to take part in major life tasks and social roles,
respectively.[97, 98] The LLFDI has been found valid and reliable in older
community dwelling populations and has shown strong correlations between its
functional domain and the physical function subscale and physical component
score of the SF-36. Yet, the main utility of the LLFDI over other self-reported
measures is an absence of a floor or ceiling effect in the scores reported.[48, 97]
The ability to measure a wide range of functioning and disability may make the
LLFDI useful in assessing perceived function and disability in elderly cardiac
patients at various stages of disease. Several studies have used the LLFDI to
assess perceived function and disability in cardiac patients.[48, 99-101]
Despite being valid and reliable questionnaires, such as the SF-36 and the LLFDI,
only show mild to moderate correlation with more objective measures of physical
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functioning (i.e., VO2peak, 6 min walk test distance).[48] Some suggest that the
weak correlation between self-reported measures and performance measures may
indicate that they are measuring different aspects of health status.[46] Additional
research is required to determine which factors are better predictors of PA
participation in elderly cardiac patients.
2.6

Physical Function
Some studies have shown that various measures of physical functioning

are predictive of disability.[58l, 99] For example, Brach et al., 2002 examined the
relationship of physical impairment and disability to physical function in 83
community dwelling elderly men.[99] Participants underwent assessments of
physical impairment and disability which included the Physical Performance Test
(PPT), Modified Gait Abnormality Rating Scale (GARS-M) from a 15.2 meter
walk, walking speed, grip strength, ankle range of motion and the Modified
Sitting Step Test (MSST). They found that participants who had a slow GS (0.60
m/s), scored 7.3 on the GARS-M which is close to the cut-off for risk of recurrent
falls and were in the 25th percentile of the PPT. Using a stepwise linear regression
they found that only grip strength, GS and fall risk were independently related to
physical function and accounted for 68% of the variance in physical function.[99]
These findings are supported by other studies [102-105] and suggest that
measures of strength and mobility are negatively related to disability and
positively related to the ability to perform IADLs in the elderly and may impact
how physically active they are. In light of these findings strength and mobility
may play important roles in how physically active elderly cardiac patients are.
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2.6.1

Strength
Strength is positively associated with functional status [106-111] and is

predictive of all-cause mortality.[109, 112-116] It has been shown that strength
diminishes with advancing age with the most significant decreases occurring after
the age of 60.[107, 117-119] Furthermore, a minimum level of muscular strength
is required to be able to perform IADLs[120] and the loss of muscular strength in
the elderly may result in disability[110, 111, 120] and dependence in IADLs.[110,
121] Hand grip strength (Grip) is a valid and reliable measure of overall upper
and lower body strength in older adults[64, 122] and is strongly correlated with
measures of hand function[94, 106, 123] which is important in the ability to carry
out IADLs.[94, 109, 124, 125]
Studies have shown that Grip is an important predictor of disability in the
elderly.[102, 103, 105, 110, 126-128] In a study by Al Snih et al. 2004, 2,493
non-institutionalized Mexican American men and women aged 65 or older were
assessed on maximal Grip and their functional disability, the inability to perform
ADLs, using a modified version of the Katz Activities of Daily Living scale.[126]
Participant’s functional disability was reassessed at follow up visits after two, five
and 7 years. After controlling for age, marital status, medical conditions,
depressive symptoms, cognitive function and body mass index, the hazard ratio of
becoming disabled in ADLs was 1.90 and 2.28 for men and women in the lowest
quartiles for Grip respectively. Furthermore, each 1kg increase in maximum Grip
was shown to reduce limitations in ADLs by 3% and 5% in men and women
respectively.[126] These findings are supported by other studies.[102, 103, 105,
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110, 127, 128] In the presence of CHD many older adults limit their PA due to a
fear of adverse events which leads to further de-conditioning and lose of strength
which in turn may result in greater disability.[129]
Others have shown that low Grip is a predictor of increased mobility
limitations in the elderly.[122, 125, 130] For example in a study by Sallinen et al.
2010 1,084 men and 1,562 women aged > 55 years were assessed on Grip and
participated in an interview to determine if they had mobility limitations.[122] It
was determined that a maximum Grip score of less than 37 kg and 21 kg in men
and women respectively resulted in mobility limitations.[122] Yet few studies
have looked at Grip in elderly cardiac patients. Those that have examined Grip in
elderly cardiac patients have reported values that are close to these cut-offs.[96,
131, 132] Some studies in healthy elderly populations have shown that higher
Grip is positively correlated with PA.[64, 133-136] One study in elderly cardiac
patients showed that Grip is responsive to a structured PA program.[65] However,
no studies have looked at Grip as a predictor of PA participation in elderly cardiac
patients.
2.6.2

Mobility
Mobility is a major concern for the elderly as it decreases with age.[137]

Any ensuing limitations or disability may result in a loss of independence,[137,
138] decreased QOL,[137, 139] institutionalization[140] and a higher risk of
mortality.[116, 141] Approximately, 47% of elderly adults experience some form
of mobility limitation[138] with greater mobility limitations being experienced by
women,[142] those with CHD [143, 144] and those who are sedentary.[145, 146]
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Regular PA can reduce the risk of mobility limitations.[146] However, one of the
challenges in assessing mobility in the elderly is the lack of an accepted gold
standard.
2.6.2.1 Gait Speed
One common measure of mobility, GS,[147] has been used as a predictor
of future disability,[125, 148] hospitalization,[148] dependence,[105, 148, 149]
frailty and mortality in elderly adults[148, 150, 151] and is both valid and
reliable.[125, 148, 150] A decrease in GS of 0.1m/s has been found to correspond
with a 10% decrease in the ability to perform IADLs.[37] An interesting finding
regarding GS in the elderly was reported by Shimada et al., 2007.[19] In this
study they examined the relationship between GS and PA cessation in 582
community-dwelling elderly adults. Participants were assessed at baseline and
again two years later on their regular PA and physical functioning. Regular PA
was defined as carrying out any PA at least five times a week and was assessed by
asking participants if they carried out physical activities (yes/no), how often they
carried out physical activities (times per week) and what activities they carried out
(i.e., golf, ball games, hiking, home-based or group exercise, dancing, swimming,
martial arts, jogging, walking, other exercise). Physical functioning was assessed
using measures of strength (grip strength, maximal voluntary strength of knee
extensors), balance (functional reach test) and gait abnormalities (gait speed). At
the two year follow up 67% of participants maintained their PA levels. Using
multiple logistic regressions it was found that the female gender, smoking and a
GS of < 1 m/s predicted PA cessation.[19] This finding suggests that GS
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significantly influences PA participation in elderly populations. Studies in cardiac
patients have shown agreement with the predictive value of GS for dependence,
morbidity and mortality.[152, 153] However, no studies have examined gait speed
as a predictor of PA participation in elderly cardiac patients.
2.6.2.2 Timed Up and Go Test
Another common test of mobility that is valid and reliable [154-156] in the
elderly is the TUG test. The TUG test has been shown to predict falls [156-158]
and difficulties in ADLs.[154, 156, 159] Most notably the TUG test has been
shown to be predictive of current PA participation in the elderly.[22]
For example in a study by Ashe et al., 2007 they examined the disparity of
exercise capacity and participation in PA in 200 community dwelling elderly
adults with chronic conditions.[22] PA was assessed with both self-report
(Physical Activity Scale for Individuals with Physical Disabilities) and objective
(pedometer) measures. They assessed exercise capacity using the 6MWT as well
as balance (National Institutes of Aging and Balance Scale), upper body strength
(grip strength), lower extremity strength (handheld myometer) mobility function
(TUG), pulmonary function (spirometry), falls SE (Activities-Specific Balance
Confidence), disease management SE (Standford Self-efficacy for Managing
Chronic Disease scale) and depression (Centre for Epidemiological StudiesDepression Scale). It was found that although 60% of participants had a good
exercise capacity (> 400m on the 6MWT) only a third of them were considered
active as measured by the pedometer (> 7500 STEPS). Using multiple linear
regressions the best predictor of exercise capacity and both subjective and
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objective measures of PA was better performance on the TUG.[22] This finding
would suggest that mobility is an important determinant of PA participation in the
elderly. However, no studies have examined the TUG in elderly cardiac patients.
In another study by Yoshida et al., 2010 they examined the relationship
between physical fitness and ambulatory activity in very elderly women with
different functional capacities.[160] One hundred and forty seven participants
were classified as being either high functioning (HFG) or low functioning (LFG)
using the Tokyo Metropolitan Institute of Gerontology Index of Competence.
Physical fitness was assessed using handgrip strength, knee extensor strength,
postural stability, stepping, one-legged standing time with eyes open, 10m
walking time and the TUG test. Ambulatory activity was assessed by STEPS and
time spent in ambulatory activity with a triaxial accelerometer (Active style PRO
HJA-350IT; OMRON, Kyoto, Japan). Participants wore the accelerometer for
twelve days. It was found that the HFG group took more STEPS and spent more
time in ambulatory activity then the LFG group. In the LFG both measures of
ambulatory activity were negatively correlated with 10m walking time and TUG
test while positively correlated with one legged standing time. A similar
relationship was found in the HFG with the exception that knee extensor strength
was also positively correlated with ambulatory activity. The strongest correlation
for the LFG was seen with the 10 meter walking time while the TUG test showed
a stronger association in the HFG.[160]
The findings by both Shimada et al., and Ashe et al., suggest that mobility
is an important determinant of PA participation in the elderly.[19, 22] However,
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no studies have examined GS or the TUG test with PA participation in elderly
cardiac patients. It is reasonable to assume that a similar relationship may exist in
elderly cardiac patients. Yet the findings by Yoshida et al., may indicate that the
measure of mobility may be sensitive to the stage of disease[160] as many acute
cardiac patients may have more functional limitations,[40] and in turn may be
classified as low functioning, then chronic cardiac patients. For example, GS may
be a better predictor of PA participation for patients involved in CR while TUG
test times may be a better predictor for patients greater than one year after their
cardiac event. Further investigation is warranted.
2.6.3

Exercise Capacity
One of the hall mark symptoms of a cardiac event is exercise intolerance.

Exercise has been shown to improve cardiovascular risk factors such as
cholesterol levels, obesity, and blood pressure.[49] Thus, exercise capacity has
become an important outcome measure for CR and it is commonly thought that by
improving exercise capacity in cardiac patients they will be more physically
active. For example in one study by Guiraud et al., 2012, the short and long term
adherence to PA was examined following a phase II CR program in eighty cardiac
patients.[14] Participants engaged in exercise sessions three days a week for 21
non consecutive days. Exercise sessions consisted of 45 minutes of aerobic
exercise on an ergocycle or treadmill, one hour of outdoor walking at a target
heart rate of 60-90% of heart rate reserve and 45 minutes of a fitness, gymnastics,
relaxation, QI Gong or aquatic therapy classes. At the completion of the program
participants’ peak power output, determined by cardiopulmonary stress test, and
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readiness for change, determined by questionnaire, were assessed. Participants
were then either contacted at two months (n=41) or one year (n=39) after program
completion and asked to wear a single axis accelerometer for seven days. Time
spent at different MET levels (i.e., light 1.8-2.9 METS, moderate 3 – 5.9 METS
and vigorous > 6 METS) was averaged and used to calculate energy expenditure
in kilocalories. The three intensity levels were then summed for a weekly total
activity EE. Although, only 53.6% of those at two months and 40% of those one
year post CR were active (>150 minutes per week of moderate intensity PA) peak
power output measured at the end of the program had a strongly positive (r=0.39)
correlation with total weekly activity energy expenditure.[14] This finding
supports that exercise capacity is an important moderator of PA in cardiac patients
following CR. However, in Ashe’s study exercise capacity was not the best
predictor of PA participation in community-dwelling elderly adults with chronic
conditions. [22] Further investigation is required to elucidate the role exercise
capacity plays in PA participation in elderly cardiac patients.
The gold standard for assessing exercise capacity is peak oxygen uptake
(VO2peak).[46] It has been shown to be a good predictor of prognosis in patients
with Chronic Heart Failure (CHF) as a peak VO2 < 14ml/kg is associated with a
worse prognosis.[161, 162] However, VO2peak has certain limitations; it is time
consuming, requires expensive equipment and additional technical expertise
which is not available in many rehabilitation programs.[162, 163] Therefore,
measuring VO2peak is not the most practical by which to measure exercise
capacity.
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Surrogate tests for VO2peak have been developed, ranging from treadmill
tests, cycle ergometer tests, or simple walking tests. A commonly used test is the
6MWT developed by Guyatt et al., 1985, as it is easy to administer, requires little
equipment and has been shown to be valid and reliable.[164] For this test patients
are asked to walk as far as they can in six minutes on a 25 meter flat indoor
course. The distance the patient covers over the six minutes is recorded. The sub
maximal nature of this test is considered to be better representative of IADL than
a maximal test of VO2peak particularly in the elderly.[162] The 6MWT has also
been shown to have prognostic value as covering a distance less than 300m is
associated with increased risk of six month mortality and morbidity.[163] The
6MWT has been used to validate other tools as it is frequently used as an outcome
measure in many rehabilitation programs.
2.7

Measures of Physical Activity
Due to the well-established relationship of PA to health it is recommended

that elderly adults accumulate at least of 30 minutes of moderate intensity PA
most days of the week.[165] However, assessing an individual’s PA level may be
challenging. The most valid method for assessing PA, the doubly labelled water
method,[166, 167] involves an individual ingesting two stable isotopes of water
that reflect the metabolism of the body. One to three weeks after ingestion of the
isotopes the difference between the rates of loss of the isotopes is analyzed to
determine the kilocalories burned over the given period of time.[168] Despite the
validity of the doubly labelled water method in assessing PA it is costly, invasive
and only provides the average DEE over the two week period.[167, 168] As a
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result of these limitations many studies on PA in elderly cardiac patients have
relied on a more practical method, self-reported questionnaires.[5, 8, 15, 62, 166,
169, 170 , 171, 172 , 173]
Self-reported PA questionnaires also have their own limitations that make
their use problematic. For example, they rely on memory recall which lends them
to over estimation of the amount of PA performed.[23, 166] Test-retest reliability
of these questionnaires may also be very challenging to establish as the test-retest
period must be short enough to avoid any change in PA patterns but long enough
to avoid any learning effect and as a result few studies have reported the testretest reliability of many PA questionnaires.[166] Furthermore; many PA
questionnaires are less sensitive than more objective measures of PA. In studies
assessing changes in PA in response to an intervention a lack of change in PA
may be due to the sensitivity of the questionnaire and not the actual
intervention.[167] In cardiac patients a lack of sensitivity may also result in an
inability to distinguish between patients as many patients only participate in low
intensity PA.[166] Finally, many PA questionnaires only show a moderately
positive correlation with more objective measures of PA such as the doubly
labelled water method.[166]
Some studies on PA in cardiac patients have used other objective
measures called pedometers [9, 174, 175] or accelerometers.[14, 176-180]
Pedometers measure the number of steps an individual takes in a day. It has been
suggested that taking a minimum of 7,000 to 10, 000 steps per day meets the
recommended PA level in healthy elderly populations;[181] while in elderly
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cardiac populations this may be equivalent to 6,500 to 8,500 steps per day.[181183] Although, pedometers are more cost effective compared to the doubly
labelled water method they are unable to measure the different intensity levels of
PA.[168] Accelerometers detect acceleration and deceleration in one or more
dimensions of movement and use algorithms to estimate energy expenditure.[184186] Greater acceleration or deceleration implies a greater intensity of PA and
concomitantly greater DEE. Even though accelerometers are considered a good
objective measure of DEE, there are certain limitations with different types of
accelerometers. Uniaxial accelerometers may not be sensitive to motion in all
planes while multi-axial accelerometers can be cumbersome and restrict motion if
worn properly.[187] Furthermore, accelerometers in general have been shown to
under estimate walking activity, overestimate jogging activity and may not detect
other forms of PA altogether such as arm movements, resistance type exercises,
cycling modalities or the performance of external work.[167]
The SenseWear Mini Armband is another PA monitor that is distinctly
unique due to its ability to measure heat production from the body.[187, 188]
Moreover, it does not restrict motion due to its location on the arm instead of the
hip.[187, 188] When compared with accelerometers, the SWA has been shown to
be better at estimating total energy expenditure across most treadmill speeds.[187]
Furthermore, it has been validated against the doubly labelled water method and
shown strong positive correlations in both healthy[189] and elderly adults.[190]
However, few studies have used the SWA with cardiac patients [51, 188] and
none have used it to examine the predictors of PA participation.[51, 188]
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2.8

Summary
Coronary heart disease will become an ever increasing concern as the

population ages. Exercise based CR has been shown to improve physical
functioning and many of the symptoms and risk factors of CHD.[1-3, 49] Yet, the
benefits accumulated from a CR program are only maintained as long as healthy
behaviours are maintained.[4-6] One of the primary symptoms of CHD, reduced
exercise capacity, has become an important outcome measure of many CR
programs due to its prognostic value.[161, 162] Often it is assumed that by
improving a patient’s exercise capacity that they will be more physically active
and maintain that behaviour. However, studies have shown that many cardiac
patients do not maintain their exercise patterns after CR.[4, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13] This
can lead to the return of a patient’s symptoms, a worsening of their risk factors
[10, 11] and an increased risk of morbidity and mortality. Therefore, it is
important to determine the factors that influence PA participation in elderly
cardiac patients.
Some studies have shown that psychosocial factors such as exercise
SE,[15, 74, 80, 81] HQOL[79] and perceived function[40] may be important
determinants of PA participation in cardiac populations. Still other studies have
indicated that measures of physical function may be important determinants of PA
participation in community dwelling elderly adults such as Grip,[64, 102, 103,
105, 110, 122, 126-128, 133-136] GS,[19] and TUG test times.[22] However, no
studies have compared elderly cardiac patients involved in CR with those who
have managed to maintain the behaviour.
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One of the limitations in the current body of literature of PA in elderly
cardiac patients is how PA is assessed. Although, the doubly labelled water
method is the preferred method to assess PA it is costly, invasive and only
assesses average PA over a one to three week period which makes it
impractical.[167, 168] As a result many studies have relied on self-reported
questionnaires, pedometers or accelerometers to assess PA. However, these
methods of assessing PA may not be accurate.[23, 166-168, 187] The SWA is a
distinctly different activity monitor[187, 188] that has been found to be both valid
and reliable[190] which may prove useful in assessing PA participation in elderly
cardiac patients. Thus far, few studies have used the SWA in cardiac populations.
Further investigation is required.
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Chapter III
METHODS
3.1

Study Design
This study utilized a cross sectional design to determine the predictors of

participation in PA across three groups of community dwelling elderly cardiac
patients (i.e., acute, rehabilitation and maintenance groups). A convenience
sampling technique was used. The independent variables were exercise SE (i.e.,
MSES), HRQOL (i.e., SF-36), perceived function (i.e., LLFDI), strength (i.e.,
Grip), mobility (i.e., GS, TUG), and exercise capacity (i.e., 6MWT). The
dependent variable was participation in PA defined as the number of steps taken
per day (STEPS), daily energy expenditure (DEE), activity energy expenditure
(AEE), and time spent sedentary (waking time spent < 1.5 METS) and in mild
(1.6-2.9 METS), moderate (3.0-4.9 METS) and vigorous (>5.0 METS)
activity.[31, 35, 191]
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Acute

Rehabilitation

Recruitment

Self Report
Exercise Self-Efficacy
(MSES)
Quality of Life (SF36)
Perceived Disability
(LLFDI)

Maintenance
Objective
Strength (Grip
Strength)
Mobility (Gait Speed,
TUG)
Exercise Capacity
(6MWT)

Physical Activity
(SWA)
STEPS
DEE
AEE
PA intensity
time

Figure 3.1: Study design. MSES refers to multidimensional self-report exercise self-efficacy, SF36 refers to Medical Outcomes Study 36-Item Short-Form Survey, LLFDI refers to Late Life
Functioning and Disability questionnaire, TUG refers to timed up and go test, 6MWT refers to six
minute walk test, SWA refers to SenseWear™ Mini Armband, STEPS refers to steps taken per
day, DEE refers to daily energy expenditure (kcal), AEE refers to activity energy expenditure, PA
intensity time refers to time spent sedentary (waking time spent < 1.5 METS ), and in mild (1.62.9 METS), moderate (3.0-4.9 METS) and vigorous (>5.0 METS).

3.2

Study Participants

3.2.1

Inclusion Criteria
Both male and female cardiac patients > 60 years of age were included.

Patients had a primary diagnosis of cardiac disease, were medically stable (i.e., no
major change in medication regimen with no major change in condition in the one
month prior to study entry), receiving optimal medical therapy and were able to
participate in short duration low-intensity exercise. Only outpatients were enrolled
into the study.
The acute group (AG) consisted of recent cardiac patients who received
surgical intervention (i.e., coronary artery bypass, percutaneous angioplasty, valve
repair) and were about to start an exercise-based CR program. The rehabilitation
group (RG) consisted of patients who were in their final week of a hospital-based
CR exercise program. The maintenance group (MG) was recruited from local
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fitness and recreational centers and consisted of patients who were > 1 year post
their cardiac event and had reported maintaining a physically active lifestyle over
at least the last six months. For this study a physically active lifestyle was defined
as > 30 minutes of moderate to vigorous intensity exercise at least 3 times a week
to a maximum of 300 minutes in a given week.[11, 165] Physical activity for the
MG was identified by self-reported questionnaire and verified by objective
measures (i.e., SWA).
3.2.2

Exclusion Criteria
Participants were excluded from the study if: they did not meet

the inclusion criteria or, (1) they were enrolled in another study that conflicted
with the present investigation; (2) they had uncontrolled hypertension (>160/110
mmHg); (3) the condition of their CHD (or other co-morbidities) was not stable;
(4) they had physical limitation(s) that precluded low-intensity ambulatory
exercise; (5) they were unable to provide written and informed consent or could
not complete the questionnaires. Finally participants were excluded if their
condition was exacerbated by the study protocol.
3.2.3

Sample Size
Since one of our primary objectives was to determine the best predictor of

PA participation in elderly cardiac patients we used multiple linear regression
analysis. According to Stevens (2002) in order to develop a reliable regression
equation with r2=0.50, a power of 0.80 and an = 0.05 approximately 15 subjects
are required for each predictor variable.[192] Therefore, because our study used 7
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predictor variables a total sample size of n= 105 with each group consisting of
n=35 subjects was needed.
3.3

Procedure
For the AG, participants meeting the inclusion criteria were identified by

the CR staff during their initial interview prior to starting the exercise program.
After receiving consent to release potential participants’ names and contact
information, CR staff informed the study coordinator who met with potential
participants to explain the details of the study. Participants agreeing to be in the
study provided written informed consent after which they were given the
questionnaires to fill out on their own time and a SWA to wear for at least four
consecutive days preceding their first CR exercise class. Participants’ first session
began with performing the 6MWT followed by participation in the exercise class.
A basic demographic information questionnaire (i.e., date of birth, gender, living
status, medications, cardiac conditions and co-morbidity) was collected while
participants were exercising in the class. The remaining tests of physical function
were completed at the end of the exercise class starting with comfortable gait
speed, followed by grip strength and finally the TUG test. This order of testing
was chosen to ensure minimal interference with participants’ CR program as well
as minimal fatigue.
Participants meeting the inclusion criteria for the RG were identified by
CR staff prior to the final week of their exercise program. After receiving consent
to release potential participants’ names and contact information CR staff informed
the study coordinator who then contacted them to explain the details of the study.
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Participants agreeing to be in the study were tested during their second last
exercise class following the same format as the AG. Once the tests of physical
function were completed participants were given the questionnaires to complete
and a SWA to wear for the first four days following their last exercise class. The
study coordinator arranged to pick up the SWA after the four monitoring days.
The MG was recruited from the general public at local recreational
facilities using flyers, advertisements in local senior’s newsletters and word of
mouth. Potential participants in the MG contacted the study coordinator at which
time he explained the study details to them and arranged a date and time for
testing. For the MG written informed consent was obtained prior to any testing.
The testing began with the completion of all questionnaires followed by the tests
of physical function which followed the same format as the previous two groups
with the exception of the 6MWT being done last. At the end of the session
participants were given a SWA to wear for four consecutive days, following
which the study coordinator arranged to pick them up. To ensure that participants
in the MG were physically active they were asked on the demographic
questionnaire about the type physical activity they participated in, duration per
day (i.e., minutes), frequency per week and how long they had maintained this
behaviour for. The amount of PA the MG performed was later verified using the
results from the SWA.
3.4

Outcome Measures
3.4.1 Measuring Exercise Self-Efficacy
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Exercise SE was measured using the multidimensional self-report
exercise self-efficacy (MSES) questionnaire. The MSES consists of 9 items that
cover three domains of exercise SE, task (i.e., ability to perform basic aspects of
the behaviour), coping (i.e., ability to perform basic aspects of the behaviour in
the face of challenges) and scheduling, which relate to significant barriers for
participation in exercise behaviour.[83] Each item on the MSES begins with the
phrase “how confident are you that you can….” and are followed by a statement
pertaining to one of the three domains (i.e., “……complete your exercises
correctly”, “…..do your exercises when you lack energy”, “…..arrange your
schedule to include regular exercise sessions”). When responding to each item
participants were asked to think of exercise as “walking at a moderate intensity
three times a week for about 30 minutes” and to score their response on a scale of
0% (no confidence) to 100% (complete confidence). The MSES has been found to
be both valid and reliable across a variety of different populations.[83] For this
study only task exercise SE was reported.
3.4.2

Measuring Health Related Quality of Life
Health related quality of life was assessed using the Medical Outcomes

Study 36-Item Short-Form Survey (SF36). The SF36 is a self-administered
questionnaire consisting of 36 questions across eight scales that include the
following general concepts of health status: physical functioning, role limitations
due to physical health problems, bodily pain, general health perceptions, vitality,
social functioning, role limitations due to emotional problems and general mental
health. The item responses are aggregated to calculate a score for each dimension
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ranging from 0 to100, with higher scores representing better health status. The
eight scales can be combined into a Physical Component Summary and a Mental
Component Summary. Since the aim of this study is to determine the predictors of
PA participation only the Physical Component Summary will be reported. A score
below 65 on the Physical Component Summary is the cut-off for being considered
dependent.[193]
3.4.3

Measuring Perceived Function
Perceived function was measured by self-report using the Late Life

Functioning and Disability Instrument (LLFDI). The LLFDI consists of two
components: disability and function. The disability component relates to disability
or limitations in expected roles. It consists of 16-items of an individual’s
performance of activities on two domains: frequency and limitation. Frequency of
performing an activity is rated on a 5-point scale ranging from ‘very often’ to
‘never’. Limitation of performing an activity is also rated on a 5- point scale but
ranges from ‘completely limited’ to ‘not at all limited’. The functional component
is related to functional limitations and consists of 32-items. The 32-items measure
the difficulty in performing physical functional tasks. The functional component
can be divided into three subscales: upper extremity function, basic lower
extremity function and advanced lower extremity function. Each of the subscales
is rated on a 5-point scale ranging from ‘none’ to ‘cannot do’. The subscales for
both disability and function are then summed and converted into standard scores
ranging from 0-100. The LLFDI has been found to be reliable and valid for adults
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over the age of 60.[48] For this study only the functional component score will be
reported.
3.4.4 Measuring Strength
Strength was assessed by Grip using a hand held dynamometer. Grip
strength is an easy and simple test of upper body strength[112] and hand
function[107] that has shown to be valid and to have both intra-rater reliability
(ICC=0.95)[122] and test-retest reliability (ICC > 0.85).[194] A grip strength
score less than 37 kg and 21 kg for men and women respectively are associated
with increased mobility limitations[122] and a minimum score of 9 kg is
commonly considered to be needed to be functional.[115] Following the
American Society of Hand Therapists protocol participants were instructed to
breathe out while they are encouraged by the researcher to exert the strongest
possible force.[195] Two trials were recorded alternating between hands and
starting with the dominant hand. The maximum score out of the four trials was
used.
3.4.5

Measuring Mobility
Mobility was assessed using comfortable GS. Comfortable GS has been

used as a predictor of future ADL or mobility disability,[148] physical activity
cessation [19] as well as important adverse events (i.e., hospitalization,
dependence, frailty and mortality) in elderly adults.[150] Gait speed was assessed
using the 10 meter walk test (TMW).[196] A distance of 10 meters was measured
and marked with pylons with an additional five meters marked on either side to
allow for acceleration and deceleration.[197, 198] Participants started at the first
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of the four lines at one end and were instructed on the word “go” to walk in a
straight line at a speed that was safe and comfortable for them until they reached
the very last marker at the opposite end. The time from when their first foot
crossed the second line until their first foot crossed the third line was
recorded.[196] The TMW has shown good test-retest reliability (ICC = 0.87) in
older adults with Parkinson’s disease.[198, 199] A slow gait speed of < 1.0 m/s is
predictive of one year mortality[200] and physical activity cessation after a two
year follow up.[19]
Mobility was also assessed by the timed up and go (TUG) test. The TUG
test was developed to assess basic mobility in frail community dwelling elderly
adults ( > 60 years).[154] Participants start by sitting with their back against the
backrest of a standardized armchair (40-50 cm high) and a three meter distance
from the chair is marked with a piece of tape on the floor. On the word go
participants are asked to stand up, walk three meters, turnaround, walk back to the
chair and sit back down. The time from the word go until their back rests against
the backrest of the chair is recorded. Better mobility and balance is indicated by
performing the task in a shorter amount of time.[201] A TUG test time > 10
seconds is indicative of increased dependence in ADLs.[154, 156] The TUG has
shown construct validity with other measures of balance and mobility such as the
Berg Balance Scale(r = -0.81), gait speed (r = -0.61), Barthel Index of Activities
of Daily Living (r = -0.78)[154], postural sway (r = -0.48) Functional Stair Test (r
= 0.59) and step frequency (r = -0.59).[155] The TUG test has also shown high
intra-tester and inter-tester reliability (ICC = 0.99, ICC [3,1] = 0.92-0.96, ICC
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[3,3] = 0.98).[154-156]As a tool the TUG test shows great utility as it mimics
IADLs by combining several important tasks that relate to balance, gait speed,
and functional ability.[154]
3.4.6

Measuring Exercise Capacity
Exercise capacity was assessed with a six minute walk test (6MWT)

following the American Thoracic Society guidelines.[202] The 6MWT has been
shown to have moderate to good construct validity with the gold standard for
exercise capacity, VO2peak, when walking a distance less than 490 meters.[203] In
a study comparing oxygen consumption to the 6MWT Gremeaux et al. found
elderly healthy subjects walked an average distance of 444 ± 58 m.[204] The
6MWT has also shown test-retest reliability (ICC= 0.82-0.96).[203] For safety of
the participant they were asked to wear a safety belt and the researcher walked
behind them. During the test participants were allowed to stop and rest whenever
they wanted. The test was stopped if participants experienced chest pain,
intolerable dyspnea, leg cramps, staggering, diaphoresis, and became pale or
ashen in appearance. The utility of the 6MWT is that it is a sub-maximal test and
therefore, more closely mimics ADLs.[155]
3.4.7

Measuring Physical Activity
Physical activity participation was assessed using a SWA. The SWA

was developed to measure PA across a wide range of populations. It was worn on
the upper left triceps and uses four sensors, a heat flux sensor, galvanic skin
response sensor, skin temperature sensor, and a three axis-accelerometer.
Information from the four sensors is recorded second by second and entered into
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an algorithm to calculate DEE, measured in kilocalories and metabolic
equivalents. A SWA can determine when and how long a person wears them, how
much time they spend sedentary or in mild, moderate and vigorous physical
activity, when the person lies down or sleeps and how many steps the person
takes in a day. Participants were asked to wear a SWA for at least 4 days, with a
minimum of 1 weekend day; in the hope that 3 full days (midnight to midnight) of
data was collected. The average of three days was used (two weekdays and at
least one weekend day) and only days where the SWA was worn for a minimum
of 95% of the day (22 hours and 48 minutes)[205] were included for analysis to
ensure an accurate representation of their daily PA over an entire week.
Physical activity participation was reported as the STEPS (number of steps taken
per day), DEE (kcal), AEE (kcal) and PA intensity time (time spent sedentary
[waking time < 1.5 METS], in mild (1.6-2.9 METS), moderate (3-4.9 METS) and
vigorous (>5 METS) activity).[31, 35, 191]
Activity energy expenditure was calculated using the following
equations:[206]
DEE = RMR + TEM + AEE

(Eq1)

where DEE was measured using the SWA; RMR is the daily energy cost of the
resting metabolic rate (RMR) and was estimated using equations two and three for
men and women respectively;
RMR men = 66.0 + [13.7.body mass (kg)] + [5.0.height (cm)] – [6.8.age (years)] (Eq2)
RMR women = 655 + [9.6.body mass (kg)] + [1.85.height (cm)] – [4.7.age (years)] (Eq3)

From previous studies the thermic response to meals (TEM) is commonly
estimated to be 10% of DEE.[207, 208] Substituting for TEM:
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DEE = RMR + (0.1.DEE) + AEE

(Eq4)

and solving for AEE:
AEE = (DEE.0.90) – RMR

(Eq5)

The SWA have been shown to be valid and reliable in many populations
including cardiac patients.[51, 188] However, some limitations do exist; for
example the SWA cannot accurately quantify energy expenditure of cycling
modalities. This limitation is due to the fact that the 3-axis accelerometer sensor
measures displacement and when someone is using a cycling modality their body
where the SWA is mounted is stationary. Therefore, there is no displacement for
the accelerometer sensor to measure. Another limitation of SWA is that they are
not waterproof and therefore cannot be worn while swimming. Therefore,
participants were asked to refrain from swimming or cycling as their primary
mode of exercise while wearing the SWA. Participants were given the SWA to
wear at the end of the testing session.
3.5

Statistical Analysis
It is important to note that although the PA measure of STEPS is an

ordinal scale that in a meta-analysis by Tudor-Locke et al., 2011[209] it has been
shown that studies of PA intervention in healthy elderly populations with small
effect sizes may give rise to an increase in STEPS of 775 while studies of CHD
patients with large effect sizes may lead to an increase of 2,215 STEPS.[209]
Due to the considerably large increases in STEPS that may be expected from PA
interventions compared to the smallest unit of measurement on this scale (i.e., one
step/day) it may be reasonable to treat this variable as interval data. Data will be
expressed as mean ± SD. Therefore, for the primary objective, to determine the
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best predictor of participation in PA (i.e., STEPS, DEE, AEE and PA intensity
time) using the predictor variables of self-reported (exercise SE, HRQOL,
perceived function) and objectively (Grip, GS, TUG, 6MWT) measured physical
function a regression analysis was done. Pearson correlations were calculated to
determine the significance of the relationships between the predictor variables and
the measures of PA participation. Only predictors with a significant P value <
0.05 were included in the final regression analysis. Multicollinearity in each
regression model was assessed by examining the tolerance and the variance
inflation factor of the predictor variables in the final regression models. Predictor
variables with a tolerance < 0.10 and a variance inflation factor > 10 were
considered to significantly co vary.[210] If two predictor variables were
determined to significantly co vary the regression analysis was done again
without the predictor variable that had the highest variance inflation factor. To
determine the differences between the three groups a 1-way ANOVA analysis
was done for all variables (exercise SE, HRQOL, perceived function, Grip, GS,
TUG, 6MWT, STEPS, DEE, AEE, and PA intensity time) using a Bonferroni
correction. A level of significance will be set at
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= 0.05 with a power of 0.80.

Chapter IV
Results
4.1

Participants
Over a period of 9 months 129 participants were recruited into the study.

Six withdrew from the study for personal reasons, 9 were excluded for wearing
the SWA for less than 95% of the day on one or more of the days that it was
worn, six were excluded from the RG for completing < 80% of their CR program,
two were excluded from the MG for averaging < 30 minutes a day at a moderate
to vigorous intensity, and one was excluded because of a change in medication
while wearing the SWA that resulted in a PA pattern that the participant reported
as not being typical for them. A further 9 participants were excluded for being
outliers, which was defined as being > three standard deviations outside of the
mean on at least one of the primary outcome measures.[211] Descriptive
information on the remaining 93 participants (AG, N = 32; RG, N = 32; MG, N =
29) that completed the study is presented in Table 4.1. There was no difference
between the groups in age or ratio of males to females. Participants in the AG
waited 40 ± 24 days after hospital discharge before starting their CR program
while the RG waited 29 ± 11 (P<0.05). The RG attended 92 ± 6% of their
exercise classes and while the MG was 46 ± 57 months post their cardiac event.
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Table 4.1. Participant Characteristics.
Participants

93

Descriptive Variables
Gender

78M:15F

Age (years)
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)
Body Mass Index (kg.m-2)

69.9 ± 6.6
170.8 ± 9.5
83.3 ± 15.0
28.4 ± 3.8

Primary Diagnosis
MI
PCI
CABG
Valve
Heart Failure

49 (53%)
57 (61%)
26 (28%)
12 (13%)
4 (4%)

Medications
ASA
Anti-platelet
Beta-Blocker
ACE-Inhibitor
Ca2+ Channel Blocker
Statin
Diuretic
Nitrate
Digoxin
Insulin
Bronchodilator

89 (96%)
59 (63%)
82 (88%)
74 (78%)
15 (16%)
86 (93%)
27 (29%)
1 (1%)
3 (3%)
7 (8%)
8 (9%)

Data are presented as mean + SD or as the absolute number (percentage) MI=
Myocardial Infract; PCI= Percutaneous Coronary Intervention; CABG; Coronary Artery
Bypass Graft; Valve= Valvular Repair; ASA= Acetylsalicylic Acid.
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4.2

Primary Objective
To determine the best predictor of PA participation in elderly cardiac

patients, a multiple linear regression was done. The associations between the
measures of PA and measures of physical function are presented in Tables 4.2 and
4.3. Overall, the six minute walk distance was the strongest measure of physical
function to predict STEPS and DEE. The strongest predictor for AEE and
vigorous activity was perceived function (LLFDI) while exercise SE (MSES)
predicted time spent in moderate activity. No measures of physical function
predicted sedentary time or mild PA. The final regression models are presented in
Table 4.4.

Table 4.2. Significant bivariate correlations between measures of physical
activity and predictor variables using Pearson product correlation coefficient.
Measures of Physical Activity
STEPS

r

DEE

r

AEE

r

Sedentary

r

Age
-0.27*
Age
-0.24*
SF-36
0.28*
BMI
0.27*
MSES
BMI
LLFDI
MSES
0.34*
0.42*
0.36*
-0.22*
SF-36
SF-36
Grip
SF-36
0.30*
0.28*
0.36*
-0.21*
LLFDI
LLFDI
TUG
LLFDI
0.46*
0.35*
-0.21*
-0.27*
GS
GS
6MWT
GS
0.48*
0.26*
0.32*
-0.28*
Grip
Grip
6MWT
0.21*
0.61*
-0.25*
TUG
TUG
-0.35*
-0.28*
6MWT
6MWT
0.57*
0.37*
STEPS, steps per day; DEE, daily energy expenditure; AEE, activity energy expenditure;
Sedentary, waking time < 1.5 METs; MSES, multi-dimensional self-report exercise selfefficacy; SF-36, Medical Outcomes Study 36-Item Short-Form Survey; LLFDI, Late Life
Function and Disability Instrument; GS, gait speed; Grip, grip strength; TUG, timed up and
go test; 6MWT, six minute walk test; * significant at P < 0.05.
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Table 4.3. Significant bivariate correlations between time spent at
different physical activity intensities and predictor variables using Pearson
product correlation coefficient.
Mild
BMI
6MWT

r

Intensity of Physical Activity
Moderate
r
Vigorous

-0.26*
0.21*

r

BMI
-0.22*
LLFDI
0.31*
MSES
0.24*
GS
0.22*
SF-36
0.24*
6MWT
0.25*
LLFDI
0.33*
GS
0.25*
6MWT
0.35*
Mild, time spent between 1.6 - 2.9 METS; Moderate, time spent between 3.0 - 4.9
METS; Vigorous, time spent > 5.0 METS; MSES, multi-dimensional self-report exercise
self-efficacy; SF-36, Medical Outcomes Study 36-Item Short-Form Survey; LLFDI, Late
Life Function and Disability Instrument; GS, gait speed; 6MWT, six minute walk test; *
significant at P < 0.05.
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Table 4.4. Detailed forward multiple-regression for measures of physical
activity in elderly cardiac patients.
Measures of PA
(Dependent
Variables)

Independent
Variables in Final
Model

STEPS

Adjusted
r2

Standardized
Beta

6MWT
RG

0.34

0.51
0.23

0.000

DEE

Grip
BMI
Male
AG

0.59

0.36
0.30
0.31
-0.25

0.000

AEE

AG
Male
LLFDI

0.30

-0.31
0.31
0.22

0.000

Sedentary

AG
BMI
RG

0.21

0.23
0.29
-0.21

0.000

Mild

RG
BMI

0.11

0.26
-0.22

0.002

Moderate

AG
Male
BMI
MSES

0.32

-0.38
0.28
-0.27
0.21

0.000

Vigorous

LLFDI
BMI

0.12

0.31
-0.21

0.001

P

PA, physical activity; STEPS, steps per day; DEE, daily energy expenditure; AEE, activity
energy expenditure; Sedentary, waking time < 1.5 METs; Mild, time spent between 1.6-2.9
METS; Moderate, time spent between 3.0-4.9 METS; Vigorous, time spent > 5.0 METS;
6MWT, six minute walk test; RG, rehabilitation group; Grip, grip strength; BMI, body mass
index; AG, acute group; LLFDI, Late Life Function and Disability Instrument; MSES, multidimensional self-report exercise self-efficacy.
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4.3

Secondary Objective

4.3.1

Physical Function
No differences were observed for self-reported measures of physical

function or on the objective measures of Grip, TUG and 6MWT (Table 4.5).
However, the AG was found to have a slower GS (1.3 ± 0.2 m/s) than both the
RG (1.5 ± 0.2 m/s) and MG (1.5 ± 0.2 m/s; P< 0.05 for both); while no difference
was seen between the RG and MG on GS (Figure 4.1).

Table 4.5. Summary of measure of physical function in elderly cardiac
patients.
Measures of
Physical Function

Grouped
(N=93)

AG
(N= 32)

RG
(N = 32)

MG
(N= 29)

87 ± 14
74 ± 19
66 ± 9

88 ± 12
68 ± 22
64 ± 9

89 ± 13
75 ± 17
69 ± 10

84 ± 18
79 ± 16
66 ± 9

1.4 ± 0.2
33 ± 9
8.9 ± 2.3
476 ± 89

1.3 ± 0.2
32 ± 10
9.6 ± 3.1
446 ± 90

1.5 ± 0.2*
33 ± 9
8.6 ± 1.7
494 ± 98

1.5 ± 0.2*
33 ± 9
8.3 ± 1.6
489 ± 68

Self-Report Measures
MSES
SF-36
LLFDI

Objective Measures
GS (m/s)
Grip (kg)
TUG (s)
6MWT (m)

AG, acute group; RG, rehabilitation group; MG, maintenance group; MSES, multidimensional self-report exercise self-efficacy; SF-36, Medical Outcomes Study 36-Item
Short-Form Survey; LLFDI, late life function and disability instrument; GS, gait speed;
Grip, grip strength; TUG, timed up and go; 6MWT, six minute walk test; * significant at
P < 0.05 from the AG.
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Figure 4.1. Differences in gait speed between elderly cardiac patients in the acute group (AG),
rehabilitation group (RG) and the maintenance group (MG). Values are expressed as mean ±
standard error of the mean. * Significant at P < 0.05.
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4±6

9 ± 12

6±7

71 ± 33b

188 ± 57

743 ± 85

697 ± 256b

2609 ± 419b

5452 ± 2569

MG
(N=29)

PA, physical activity; AG, acute group; RG, rehabilitation group; MG, maintenance group; STEPS, steps
per day; DEE, daily energy expenditure; AEE, activity energy expenditure; Sedentary, waking time < 1.5
METs; Mild, time spent between 1.6-2.9 METs; Moderate, time spent between 3.0-4.9 METs; Vigorous,
time spent > 5.0 METs. Suffix a represents P value < 0.05 between AG and RG; Suffix b represents P
value < 0.05 between AG and MG.

6±9

(min)

Vigorous

85 ± 52a

45 ± 29ab

67 ± 43

(min)

Moderate

209 ± 72a

163 ± 51a

187 ± 63

(min)

Mild

697 ± 112a

797 ± 120a

746 ± 114

(min)

Sedentary

755 ± 367a

487 ± 206ab

645 ± 305

(kilocalories per day)

AEE

2536 ± 549

2260 ± 448b

2464 ± 496

(kilocalories)

DEE

6899 ± 4734a

4050 ± 1993a

5467 ± 3508

STEPS

RG
(N=32)

AG
(N=32)

Grouped
(N=93)

Measures of PA

Table 4.6. Summary of daily physical activity.

4.3.2
Physical Activity

With respect to daily PA, participants took 5,467 ± 3,508 STEPS and

expended 2,464 ± 496 kilocalories. However, only 645 ± 305 kilocalories of their

DEE can be attributed to PA. Participants spent a total of 746 ± 114 minutes

sedentary, 187 ± 63 minutes in mild activity, 67 ± 43 minutes in moderate activity

and 6 ± 9 minutes in vigorous activity (Table 4.6).

When assessing the difference in STEPS between the groups the RG took
more STEPS (6,899 ± 4,734 STEPS) than the AG (4,050 ± 1,993 STEPS; P<
0.05). However, no difference was found in the STEPS between the MG and
either of the AG or RG (Figure 4.2). In terms of DEE the MG (2,609 ± 419
kilocalories) had higher DEE than the AG (2,260 ± 448 kilocalories; P< 0.05) but
not the RG. No difference was seen between the AG and RG (Figure 4.3).
Nevertheless, both the RG (755 ± 367 kilocalories) and MG (697 ± 256
kilocalories) expended more energy during activity than the AG (487 ± 206
kilocalories; P< 0.05 for both; see Figure 4.4). Furthermore the AG spent more
time sedentary (797 ± 120 minutes) than the RG (697 ± 112 minutes; P < 0.05)
while there was no difference in sedentary between the MG with either the AG or
RG groups (Figure 4.5). With respect to mild PA, the RG spent more time in mild
activities (209 ± 72 min) compared to the AG (163 ± 51 min; P< 0.05). While
there was no difference in the amount of time spent in mild activity for the MG
compared to either the AG or RG (Figure 4.6). With respect to moderate PA the
RG was as active (85 + 52 min) as the MG (71 ± 33 min). However, both groups
spent more time in moderate PA than the AG (45 ± 29 min; P< 0.05 for both;
Figure 4.7). All three groups spent less than 10 minutes in vigorous PA.
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Figure 4.2. Differences in average steps taken each day for cardiac patients in the acute group
(AG), the rehabilitation group (RG) and the maintenance group (MG). Values are expressed as
mean ± standard error of the mean; * significant at P< 0.05.

Figure 4.3. Differences in daily energy expenditure between elderly cardiac patients in the acute
group (AG), rehabilitation group (RG), and the maintenance group (MG). Values are expressed as
mean ± standard error of the mean; * significant at P< 0.05.
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Figure 4.4. Differences in activity energy expenditure in elderly cardiac patients in the acute group
(AG), rehabilitation group (RG) and the maintenance group (MG); AEE stands for activity energy
expenditure (AEE = [daily energy expenditure.0.9]- resting metabolic rate). Values are expressed
as mean ± standard error of the mean; * significant at P< 0.05.

Figure 4.5. Differences in sedentary time of elderly cardiac patients in the acute group (AG),
rehabilitation group (RG) and the maintenance group (MG); sedentary is equal to waking time
spent < 1.5 METS. Values are expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean; * significant at P<
0.05.
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Figure 4.6. Differences in time spent in mild activity in elderly cardiac patients in the acute group
(AG), rehabilitation group (RG) and the maintenance group (MG). Values are expressed as mean
± standard error of the mean; * significant at P< 0.05.

Figure 4.7. Differences in time spent in moderate activity in elderly cardiac patients in the acute
group (AG), rehabilitation group (RG) and the maintenance group (MG). Values are expressed as
mean ± standard error of the mean; * significant at P< 0.05.
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Chapter V
Discussion
5.1

Study Overview
The aim of this study was to examine the relationship between physical

function and daily PA in elderly cardiac patients. Physical function was measured
both by self-report (i.e., MSES, SF-36, LLFDI) and objectively (i.e., Grip, GS,
TUG, 6MWT) in three distinct groups of cardiac patients (AG, RG, MG). In order
to objectively quantify PA, patients wore a SWA for a minimum of four days. The
primary objective was to determine the best predictor of daily PA in elderly
patients with the expectation that measures of mobility (i.e., GS, TUG) would be
the best predictors. The secondary objective of this study was to determine the
differences between elderly patients participating in CR (i.e., AG, RG) with those
that have reportedly maintained the behavior of being physically active (i.e., MG).
It was anticipated that patients who had just completed CR would be as physically
active as those that were > one year post-CR and were still physically active and
that they would perform just as well on measures of physical function. It was also
anticipated that patients just starting CR would be the least physically active and
would perform worse on measures of physical function.
5.2

Measures of Physical Activity
The benefits of exercise for older adults both with and without CHD have

been well established and range from improving cardiovascular risk factors to
physical functioning.[1-3, 11, 49-51, 53-62, 64] To achieve the health benefits,
associated with regular PA such as CHD risk reduction, a minimum of 30 minutes
of moderate PA five days of the week or 20 minutes of vigorous PA three days of
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the week (or a combination of the two) is recommended.[165] However, despite
strong evidence supporting the benefits of exercise, relatively few patients
maintain their activity after completing a formal exercise based CR program.[4, 6,
7, 10, 12-14] As a result, some studies have begun to examine the predictors of
regular PA. Notably, Ashe et al. found that in community dwelling seniors
mobility was a stronger predictor of STEPS than exercise capacity, the traditional
focus of many CR programs.[22] Our findings run contrary to Ashe’s in that we
found exercise capacity (i.e., 6MWT distance) was the strongest predictor of
STEPS. This discrepancy may be due to the fact that participants in our study had
fewer co-morbidities and performed better on at least one mobility test (i.e., TUG
test 8.9 ± 2.3 vs 10.1 ± 2.6 seconds) than the participants in Ashe’s study. This
implies that our participants were relatively healthier and more mobile.
Some suggest that in order to achieve the minimum recommended 30
minutes of moderate to vigorous PA that individuals should cover 3,000 STEPS
in addition to their base line activity.[212] In the general population this typically
results in individuals covering approximately 10,000 STEPS.[209] However, due
to their limitations in physical functioning older adults and individuals with
chronic disease may not be able to achieve 10,000 STEPS, thus 7,000 – 7,500
STEPS has been suggested as a more appropriate goal for these populations.[209]
In Ashe’s study only 30% of participants walked > 7,500 STEPS whereas in the
present study even though participants were relatively healthier, fewer
participants covered > 7,500 STEPS (i.e., 18%; AG=1; RG =12; MG=4).
However, an important consideration, when comparing these two studies, is the
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high degree of variability in STEPS observed in those participating in the two
studies. For instance, the normal range of STEPS observed for these two
populations is 2,000-7,000.[209] This disparity in the literature raises the question
of the methods used to determine STEPS in these studies.
Many studies use activity monitors called pedometers to quantify STEPS
due to their ease of use, low cost and comprehensible output (i.e., STEPS).[213]
However, the reliability of pedometers depends on the mechanism used to
determine STEPS.[214] In Ashe’s study a spring levered pedometer (DigiWalker
SW-200, Lee’s Summit, MO) was used which consists of a lever suspended
horizontally by a spring.[213] As the hip moves up and down with ambulatory
activity the lever also moves in response to the vertical motion of the hip. The up
and down movement of the lever arm in turn opens and closes an electrical circuit
which is registered as a step.[213] However, this type of pedometer is susceptible
to measurement error based on its position on the waist (i.e., hip versus posterior)
and tilt angle of the pedometer.[213-215] Furthermore, spring levered pedometers
are only accurate at certain walking speeds.[213, 214] As a result spring levered
pedometers may be susceptible to large errors in measurement.
Accelerometers are activity monitors that are more accurate than
pedometers because they utilize the piezoelectric crystal mechanism and are able
to measure activity in multiple dimensions.[213, 216] The most accurate
accelerometers measure activity in three dimensions.[216] In the present study we
used an activity monitor (SWA) that utilizes a triaxial accelerometer to determine
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STEPs. This device may therefore be superior to the pedometers used in Ashe’s
study and may explain the discrepancy in STEPS across the two studies.
When we examined the difference between the groups in our study it was
expected that the RG and MG groups would be more active than the AG.
However, our findings did not support this hypothesis. In fact while we observed
that the RG covered significantly more STEPS than the AG, no other differences
were seen for STEPS between groups (Figure 4.2). These findings support
previous studies which have suggested that although exercise-based CR gives rise
to increased PA immediately following program completion at long term follow
up PA tends to decline back towards pre-program levels.[4-6] However, there are
more robust measures than STEPS to assess PA.
The most robust means for assessing PA is DEE, measured by doubly
labeled water.[166, 167] However, even though the doubly labeled water method
is the “gold standard”, it is often impractical to use in epidemiological and
intervention based studies.[166] Compared to the doubly labeled water technique
the SWA shows strong agreement for assessing DEE.[188] By using the SWA
we were able to measure DEE of elderly cardiac patients participating in exercise
based programs and our findings are in line with previous studies.[206] However,
an important consideration is that there may be a large inter-individual variability
in DEE that may not be due to PA alone.[32, 206] As a result, studies examining
PA using the doubly labeled water method will also report AEE by either
measuring or estimating the RMR and the TEM. In our study we were able to
calculate AEE by estimating for both the RMR and the TEM.[47, 208]
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A common goal of many CR programs is to achieve an AEE of at least
1,500 kilocalories per week as it is associated with preventing disease progression
and a reduction in all-cause mortality.[60, 217, 218] Others have suggested a
more aggressive goal of > 2,200 kilocalories per week as it has been positively
associated with partial disease regression.[60, 171] When we examined AEE in
our study we found that over half of our participants expended > 1,500
kilocalories (i.e., 63%) while a third expended > 2,200 kilocalories (i.e., 35%).
We also expected the RG and MG to be more active than the AG and our results
for AEE supported this hypothesis (Figure 4.4). Although this finding contradicts
what we observed for STEPS, the discrepancy may be attributed to the inability of
STEPS to capture the intensity of activity. Moreover, the intensity of activity is an
important determinant of the extent of health benefits from exercise.[219]
Another commonly used method to quantify PA is the use of METs
because they allow the comparison of the energy cost and intensity across a wide
range of activities.[32] The MET range commonly accepted to represent a
moderate intensity for most individuals in CR is 3.0 – 5.9 METs.[14] However,
the concept of the MET is based on a widely accepted constant for RMR (3.5
ml/kg/min) to determine one MET that was derived from a single 70 kg man.[32]
Some chronic conditions (i.e., COPD, arthritis) experienced by the elderly may
elevate the RMR[208] while CHD and some medications may lower it.[32]
Moreover, an individual’s fitness level impacts the relative load when you use
METs as an indicator of intensity.[191] Therefore, using absolute MET values
may not be appropriate for elderly individuals with chronic diseases.[191]
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As a consequence, for this study we used more conservative definitions for
moderate and vigorous activity, 3.0 – 4.9 METs and > 5.0 METs respectively.[31]
All three groups achieved a minimum of 45 minutes/day of moderate activity with
the RG and MG groups accumulating significantly more moderate activity than
the AG (Figure 4.7). No differences were observed in time spent in vigorous
activity across the three groups. Although the AG spent the least amount of time
in moderate activity, as a group a large proportion of the participants in this group
(69%) achieved the minimum recommendation (i.e., > 30 minutes). These
findings suggest that elderly cardiac patients are in fact fairly active even prior to
starting CR and highlight the importance of considering the intensity of activities
when assessing PA.
An emerging field of interest is the study of sedentary behavior. While
often conceptualized as the absence of moderate and vigorous PA, increasing
evidence suggests that sedentary behavior may be an independent predictor of
adverse health outcomes such as cardiovascular risk factors, morbidity and
mortality.[34, 220, 221] This may be due to the fact that it is possible for
individuals meeting the PA guidelines to still spend the majority of their time
sedentary.[221] The misconception that sedentary behavior is the absence of
moderate and vigorous PA has led many studies to group mild activity (1.6 – 2.9
METs) with sedentary behavior.[35] However, mild activities may include tasks
such as slow walking, cooking and washing dishes which are some typical ADLs.
Mild activity may represent participation in ADLs and therefore is a distinctly
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different entity from sedentary behavior.[222] In this study we observed the AG
spent less time in mild activity than the RG (Figure 4.6).
While many studies have used objective measures to examined PA,
relatively few have examined sedentary behavior.[221] Furthermore, many
studies in CR define sedentary behavior as the absence of a formal exercise
intervention or moderate and vigorous PA.[7, 14, 223, 224] Consequently, few
studies have reliably reported the amount of time spent in sedentary behavior for
many populations. Matthews et al., used accelerometers to report the amount of
time spent in sedentary behavior in those living in the United States and observed
that seniors (> 60 years old) spent as much as 60% of their time sedentary.[225]
Our findings indicated that participants spent 73% of their time sedentary with the
AG group spending more time in sedentary behavior than the RG (Figure 4.5).
The discrepancy between Matthew’s study and our own may be due to the amount
of time participants in each study were monitored. Participants in Matthew’s
study only wore the accelerometers for 14 hours/day while our participants wore
the SWA for > 23 hours/day. To our knowledge no other studies have reliably
reported sedentary behavior in elderly cardiac patients.
5.3

Predicting Physical Activity
The primary objective of this study was to determine the best predictor of

PA in elderly cardiac patients. Previous studies have attempted to predict PA in
both cardiac patients and the elderly with varying results. Some found
psychosocial factors to be important determinants of PA while others showed
measures of physical function were better predictors. [15, 17-19, 22] Ashe’s study
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was unique because it highlighted the disparity between the ability to be active
and actual participation in PA for community dwelling seniors.[22] Furthermore,
it challenged the notion that exercise capacity is the primary factor that impacts
PA in this population.[22] However, Ashe was only able to predict 27% of the
variance in STEPS. The novelty of our study was the ability to objectively express
PA in multiple ways (i.e., STEPS, DEE, AEE, PA intensity time) using the SWA.
Yet despite our methodology we were still only able to predict 34% of the
variance in PA with the best prediction model being STEPS. Moreover, the best
determinant of PA was not consistent for all our measures of activity. Exercise
capacity best predicted STEPS and DEE, while exercise SE predicted moderate
activity and perceived function predicted AEE and vigorous activity. This may be
due to the fact that some of our measures better represent different measures of
PA. For example when answering the MSES participants were specifically asked
to think of exercise as moderate activity. Our findings may provide further
support to the disparity between the ability to be active and actual participation in
activity observed in Ashe’s study.
5.4

Self-Reported Measures of Physical Function
Physical function is an important outcome for elderly patients as it may

impact independence.[226, 227] A secondary objective of this study was therefore
to determine the differences between our groups on measures of physical
function. Self-reported questionnaires are appealing tools to assess physical
function as they are relatively inexpensive as well as quick and easy to administer.
[226, 228] Some studies have shown that self-reported physical function improves
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with participation in CR while others have shown no change despite improvement
in objective measures of physical function.[216, 227, 229-231] In this study we
included self-reported questionnaires of physical function (i.e., exercise SE,
perceived function and HRQL) that were shown to be important mediators of
exercise and PA.[15, 20, 21, 40, 69-74, 79] The expectation was that both the RG
and MG would perform better than the AG. However, no differences were
observed across our three groups. These findings may be attributed to some of the
limitations commonly reported for self-reported questionnaires including depth of
the scales, ability to detect subtle differences, and the ability of respondents to
accurately recall their activities.[22, 228, 232, 233] Despite these limitations
many maintain that measures of self-reported physical function assess different
constructs than objective measures and therefore are still important outcomes for
CR.[228] Consequently, it is recommended that self-reported physical function is
measured in combination with more objective means.[228]
5.5

Objective Measures of Physical Function
Objective measures of physical function have the advantage of scales with

more depth and greater sensitivity to change.[228] Yet the real utility of the
objective measures are the pre-established criteria and normative data in the
literature that can be used to evaluate individuals and guide exercise prescriptions.
In this study we included objective measures of physical function (i.e., strength,
mobility, and exercise capacity) that have been shown to impact disability and PA
in the elderly. Again it was expected that while outperforming the AG both the
RG and MG would perform comparably on these measures. However, only our
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results for GS supported this hypothesis (Figure 4.1). In fact no other discernible
differences were observed across groups for our objective measures of physical
function. This may be attributed to the fact that the AG group waited significantly
longer before starting CR than the RG and therefore had more time to recover
after their cardiac event.
Regarding grip strength Sallinen et al., established that Grips < 37 kg in
men and < 21 kg in women over the age of 55 are associated with increased
mobility limitations.[122] Our participants demonstrated Grips at or below these
mobility thresholds for their respective gender (i.e., 35 ± 8 kg for men; 21 ± 5 kg
for women). While findings similar to ours have been reported elsewhere [96]
others have shown higher values.[131, 132] The higher values may be due to the
inclusion of younger participants.[131, 132] Indeed Baum et al., showed that there
was no difference in upper body strength when he compared cardiac patients
across a wide age range (i.e., 30-90 years) with age-matched healthy
controls.[234] If we compare our participants to individuals of the same age and
gender we see similar Grip results (i.e., 35 kg for men 70-79 years old, 20 kg for
women 70-79 years old).[118] Combined these findings may indicate that many
of our participants may experience some mobility limitations, which may result in
difficulties in performing IADL. Yet muscular strength as it relates to physical
function may not be any more noteworthy for elderly cardiac patients than it
would for individuals without CHD.
Mobility was assessed using both the TUG test and GS. Some have
suggested that elderly individuals that performed the TUG test in > 20 seconds
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required help in basic ADLs such as transfers and self-care[154, 159] while others
have shown that a TUG test time > 13 or 14 seconds is predictive of an increased
risk of falling.[156, 235] Still other studies have proposed that performing the
TUG test in > 10 seconds is indicative of having increased difficulty and therefore
dependence in IADLs.[22, 160] Our participants completed the TUG in < 10
seconds. Comparing our results to a meta-analysis by Bohannon et al., 2006 we
see that our findings are in line with TUG test times for persons 70-79 year olds
of (9.2 seconds).[236] This may indicate that our elderly cardiac patients in the
present study have relatively good mobility and are likely independent in both
basic and instrumental ADLs.
Gait speed was included in this study because it has been used to
determine vulnerability and adverse health outcomes in clinical populations.[148]
Specifically gait speeds of 0.8 m/s and 1.0 m/s have been commonly used to
predict hospitalization due to mobility and ADL disability respectively.[148]
Individuals that are able to walk faster than 1.0 m/s are therefore at a lower risk of
adverse events. In a recent study by Shimada et al. it was shown that a GS of 1.0
m/s may also predict PA cessation in community-dwelling seniors.[19] Our
findings showed that although the AG walked slower than both the RG and MG
groups, they still demonstrated a GS well above 1.0 m/s. In fact only three
participants had a GS below 1.0 m/s and none were below 0.8 m/s. Finally, all
three of our groups had an average GS > 1.3 m/s which is indicative of relatively
fit individuals above 65years of age.[105, 148]
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Other studies have suggested that an increase in GS of 0.1 m/s is clinically
significant as it has been shown to reduce all-cause mortality.[237, 238]
Moreover, an increment of 0.1 m/s in GS has been shown to reduce an
individual’s disability by 10%.[37] In one study by Robinett et al. it was
demonstrated that the GS required to cross a streetlight ranged from 0.50 m/s to
1.38 m/s with urban centres tending to require a faster GS than rural centres.[239]
Indeed when we compared our three groups with Robinett’s study the AG had a
GS below 1.38 m/s whereas both the RG and MG groups had a GS well above
1.38m/s. These findings may suggest that regardless of being relatively fit prior to
participating in CR that patients may still experience significant improvements in
their ability to perform IADL and therefore their independence following CR.
Furthermore, this improvement in GS may be maintained in those who continue
to exercise.
Exercise intolerance is a cardinal symptom of CHD that is most
commonly characterised by a reduction in a patient’s VO2peak due to its robust
prognostic value for all-cause mortality.[161, 162] A commonly used cut point on
the 6MWT is 300m as some have suggested that it provides similar prognostic
value as VO2peak in clinical populations.[163, 240, 241] Only five of our
participants walked < 300m (AG = 3; RG=2) which gives further support to the
relative health of the participants in our study despite the presence of CHD. It was
surprising that we did not observe a difference in exercise capacity (i.e., 6MWT
distance) across our three groups. However, when we examined a sub group of
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patients that completed the 6MWT pre and post CR we did observe a statistically
significant improvement in 6MWT distances.
Some have also suggested that a meaningful change in 6MWT distance
may be 20-50 m.[242] While we found no difference in 6MWT distances across
groups, our results did show that both the RG and MG groups walked > 40 m
more than the AG. The reason we did not observe a significant difference between
groups may have been a result of the longer wait time before starting CR
experienced by the AG. The longer wait time may have resulted in greater healing
and recovery of the AG after their cardiac event and before performing our
measures of physical function.
Yet another consideration of exercise intolerance in CHD is the impact
their low exercise capacity may have on a patient’s ability to perform ADLs and
in turn their independence. Studies have shown that the minimum VO2peak
required for independent living is 15-18 ml/kg/min.[243] A more relevant cut
point on the 6MWT for our current study may be 450 meters as Morales and
colleagues have shown that walking < 450 m is predictive of having a VO2peak <
14 ml/kg/min.[244] In this present study 34 participants walked < 450 m, the
largest number of them being in the AG (AG = 16; RG = 9; MG = 9), and
therefore may have had greater difficulty in performing ADLs. In fact 450 m is a
reasonable cut point for elderly populations as a normal distance to cover on the
6MWT for healthy older adults is 444m.[204]
5.6

Summary
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Many studies endeavoring to predict PA in cardiac patients and the elderly
have relied on pedometers as an objective measure of PA. The novelty of this
study was the ability to objectively assess PA using both STEPS and other
common measures of PA (i.e., DEE, AEE, PA intensity time) in elderly cardiac
patients participating in exercise-based programs. While we observed the RG
covered more STEPS than the AG, no other differences were seen for STEPS.
This would suggest that CR gives rise to an increase in PA which declines back to
pre-program levels over time. Furthermore, we demonstrated that relatively few
participants were meeting the recommend 7,500 STEPS. However, our results for
time spent in moderate activity indicated that even though participants in the AG
were less active than the other two groups many were still accumulating more
than the minimum recommended 30 minutes of moderate PA. This may suggest
that elderly cardiac patients are more active than previously expected prior to
starting CR. These findings highlight the importance of considering intensity of
activity when measuring PA.
With respect to predicting PA, while we were able to account for the
intensity of activity, using MET levels, our best prediction model of PA was still
STEPS. This would suggest that despite there being more representative measures
of PA, STEPS may still be a useful measure of activity in CR. Furthermore, while
physical function was a major focus of this study due to its potential impact on the
independence of elderly patients, none of our measures provided more than a
moderate indication of PA. Ultimately, our findings further reinforce those of
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Ashe in that PA is more complex than merely having the functional capacity to be
physically active and requires further investigation.
5.7

Limitations
One limitation of this study was its cross sectional design which simply

allows us to infer possible relationships. While studies using cross sectional
designs are quick and inexpensive, they rely on groups that are representative of
each other which often makes it difficult to control for confounding variables. In
this present study a confounding variable that may have impacted our results was
the longer wait time experienced by the AG prior to starting CR (AG, 40 ± 24
days vs RG, 29 ± 11 days; p<0.05). Even though our findings indicated that there
were no significant differences on the majority of our physical function measures
an analysis of a sub group (n=32) that performed the 6MWT pre and post CR
showed a significant difference in the distance walked (p<0.05). This would
suggest that our findings may in fact be due to the longer wait time experienced
by the AG. However, despite this potential limitation cross sectional designs are a
logical first step as they allow for a preliminary investigation prior to investing
significant time and money.
Another potential limitation was the number of monitoring days used to
assess PA. Scheers et al., suggested a minimum of three complete (i.e., worn for
95% of the day) monitoring days for most measures of PA (DEE, PA intensity
time) and five days for STEPS are required using the SWA in order to achieve a
reliable measure of PA.[205] Furthermore, Scheers also noted that there is a
difference in PA between weekdays and weekend days with individuals tending to
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be more active on Saturdays and less active on Sundays. As a result Scheers
suggests that both Saturday and Sunday should be included in addition to the
minimum three to five monitoring days to achieve a reliable estimate of PA. In
the present study we included three monitoring days (i.e., two week days and one
weekend day). However, wearing the SWA for longer periods presents a potential
risk of developing a skin irritation. Since the intended population in this study was
the elderly (i.e. >60 years) it was thought that there would be less intra-individual
variation in PA and therefore three monitoring days would be sufficient.
The requirement that the MG be currently participating in a minimum of
30 minutes of moderate intensity PA at least three days of the week over the last
six months could also be viewed as a limitation. Determining if participants met
this criterion prior to the study was only possible using a self-reported
questionnaire. Self-reported questionnaires have been shown to overestimate PA.
While it was possible to confirm participants’ current level of PA using the SWA,
the duration of this behaviour could not be verified by a more objective measure.
5.8

Future Considerations
While many of our findings confirm previous studies, the real

novelty was the multiple measures we used to assess PA. Our findings highlight
the importance of considering the intensity of activity particularly in those with
low functional capacities. Future studies of PA should include MET levels for
mild, moderate and vigorous PA that are appropriate for the population under
investigation. Furthermore, sedentary behaviour is distinctly different from the
absence of moderate to vigorous PA and should be treated as such when
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examining PA. Additionally the number of monitoring days should be considered
in future investigations. In this study it was thought that three monitoring days
(two week days and one weekend day) would be sufficient for a reliable estimate
of PA. However, a great deal of intra-individual variability was still observed.
Future studies using activity monitors should incorporate both weekend days in
addition to three weekdays when assessing PA to increase the reliability of the
measure. Future investigations should incorporate a longitudinal design
examining pre and post-CR as well as at 6 and 12 months after program
completion.
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APPENDIX B

CONSENT FORM
THE PREDICTORS OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
PARTICIPATION IN ELDERLY CARDIAC
PATIENTS
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
R. Haennel Ph.D FACSM

U of A, Faculty of Rehabilitation Medicine
492-2889

CO-INVESTIGATORS:
D. Buijs M.Sc Candidate

U of A, Faculty of Rehabilitation Medicine
492-2609
M. Haykowsky Ph.D
U of A, Faculty of Rehabilitation Medicine
492-5970
T. Manns Ph.D
U of A, Faculty of Rehabilitation Medicine
492-7274
__________________________________________________________________

Do you understand that you have been asked to be in a research
study?
Yes No
Have you received and read a copy of the attached Information Sheet?
Yes

No

Do you understand the benefits and risks involved in taking part in
this research study?
Yes No
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Have you had an opportunity to ask questions and discuss this study?
Yes

No

Do you understand that you are free to refuse to participate, or to
withdraw from the study at any time, without consequence, and that
your information will be withdrawn at your request?
Yes No
Has the issue of confidentiality been explained to you? Do you
understand who will have access to your information?
Yes No
Do you want the investigator(s) to inform your family doctor or
specialist that you are participating in this research study. If so, please
provide your doctor’s name
: _____________________________

Yes

No

I understand withdraw from this study will not affect my current or
future Medical care.
Yes No

This study was explained to me by:
_____________________________

I agree to take part in this study.

__________________________
Signature of Research Participant

________________________
Date

_________________________
Printed Name
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I believe that the person signing this form understands what is
involved in the study and voluntarily agrees to participate.
__________________________________
Signature of Investigator or Designee

__________________
Date

Department of Physical Therapy
2-50 Corbett Hall • University of Alberta • Edmonton • Canada • T6G 2G4
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APPENDIX C

INFORMATION SHEET
THE PREDICTORS OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
PARTICIPATION IN ELDERLY CARDIAC
PATIENTS
PRINICPAL INVESTIGATOR:
R. Haennel Ph.D FACSM

CO-INVESTIGATORS:
D. Buijs M.Sc Candidate
M. Haykowsky Ph.D
T. Manns Ph.D

U of A, Faculty of Rehabilitation Medicine
492-2889

U of A, Faculty of Rehabilitation Medicine
492-2609
U of A, Faculty of Rehabilitation Medicine
492-5970
U of A, Faculty of Rehabilitation Medicine
492-7274

BACKGROUND: Patients recovering from a heart attack are
encouraged to participate in physical activity, such as walking and
cycling. The impact of this more active lifestyle on the ability to
perform everyday tasks remains an area under investigation.
PURPOSE: You are being asked to participate in a study that will
assess the relationship between the ability to perform everyday tasks
and physical activity participation.
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY
If you decide to participate in this study, the total time commitment
will be approximately 1 hour on one occasion and you will also be
asked to wear an activity monitor for four days. Participation in this
study will not affect or influence your medical treatment.
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RESEARCH PROCEDURES
Questionnaires. You will be asked to fill out a series of three
questionnaires that will ask you about your ability to perform
everyday tasks, to exercise and your perceived well being. Each
questionnaire will take approximately five minutes to complete for a
total of 15 minutes.
Assessment of the Ability to Perform Everyday Tasks. You will
also be asked to perform a number of simple tests that measure your
ability to perform everyday tasks. The most demanding of the tests
will involve walking for 6 minutes. You will also be asked to get up
from a chair, walk a short distance and sit back down. We will also
measure your grip strength and how fast you can walk 10 meters. All
of these tests are performed at your own pace and will take
approximately 15 minutes in total to complete.
Daily Physical Activity. You will be given an armband to wear for
four consecutive days. The armband is worn on the back of your
upper right arm, where it can be easily placed underneath clothing.
The arm band is worn at all times of the day and night (i.e., at work,
during exercise, while sleeping) except when showering or swimming.
After four days a member of the research team will pick up the
armband from you.
POSSIBLE BENEFITS
Once all testing is complete a research assistant will be pleased to sit
with you and explain your results to you. You will gain a better
understanding of their ability to perform everyday tasks as well as
how physically active you are on a typical day.
POSSIBLE RISKS
The exercises that you will perform are generally safe. Data from
people with and without heart disease suggests that the possibility of
having a heart attack or dying during a maximal effort treadmill test is
1 in 10,000 tests. In this study the risk will be lower as the exercises
you will be performing will be done at a very low effort level. All
testing will be done under the supervision of qualified personnel, a
certified Exercise Specialist, and you may stop the test at any time.
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COSTS
You will be reimbursed for all parking expenses associated with all
appointments at the University of Alberta.
CONFIDENTIALITY
Only researchers in this study will have access to your results. It is
possible that your records of these results may be inspected or copied
for quality assurance by the University of Alberta Health Research
Ethics Board.
All records will be kept in a locked drawer at the University of
Alberta. Records must be kept for seven years, and after that will be
destroyed.
WITHDRAW
You are free to withdraw from the research study at any time. If you
withdraw from the study or it is discontinued at any time, the quality
of your medical care will not be affected.
CONTACT NAMES AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS
If you have questions about your rights as a patient in this study,
you may contact the Covenant Health- Patient Relations Office (780)
735-7494.
If you have concerns about any aspect of this study, you may
contact Dr. Lynn Penrod at the Research Ethics Office of the
University of Alberta (780) 492-2615.
These offices have no affiliation with this study or its investigators.
If you have any questions about your participation in this study
please contact any of the individuals identified below:
Robert Haennel, PhD

Office: 780-492-2889

David Buijs, M.Sc Candidate

Office: 780-492-2609

Department of Physical Therapy
2-50 Corbett Hall • University of Alberta • Edmonton • Canada • T6G 2
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APPENDIX D

THE PREDICTORS OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
PARTICIPATION IN ELDERLY CARDIAC
PATIENTS
Name: _____________________

Date: ___________________

Date of Birth: _________________

Gender:

Male / Female

Marital Status: ______________ Living Status: _______________

Employment Status: _________________

What is your heart condition? Please check all that apply:
 Myocardial Infarct (Heart Attack)
 STEMI

 Non-STEMI

 Valvular Disease
 Coronary Artery Bypass (CABG)
 Coronary Angioplasty (PCI)

 Stent

 Idiopathic Cardio-myopathy
 Heart Failure
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When were you diagnosed with and/or treated for your heart
condition?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________

How often do you currently exercise: (i.e., minutes per day, days per
week, etc.)
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
What is your main form of exercise (i.e., walking, cycling, aqua size,
etc.)
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

How long have you been exercising like this: ___________________

Does your partner encourage you to exercise?

YES

NO

Does your partner exercise with you?

YES

NO
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If you attended cardiac rehabilitation when did you complete your
program and how many exercise classes did you attend?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

If you have not attended cardiac rehabilitation and are planning to,
when is your intended start date:_______________

Do you have any other conditions that affect you ability to exercise:
(i.e., Osteoarthritis, Diabetes, etc.)
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________

Please list the medications you are presently taking and their dose:
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Have these medications changed within the last month?
YES

NO
Department of Physical Therapy
2-50 Corbett Hall • University of Alberta • Edmonton • Canada • T6G 2
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APPENDIX E
Self-Efficacy for Exercise

Please indicate HOW CONFIDENT YOU ARE THAT YOU CAN PERFORM
each of the exercise related tasks below. When you think of exercise, think of
walking at a moderate intensity three times per week for about 30 minutes

0%

10
%

20
%

30
%

40
%

50
%

60
%

70
%

No

80
%

90
%

100
%

Complete
Confidence

confidence

HOW CONFIDENT ARE YOUTHAT YOU CAN…….
Complete your exercise using proper technique

%

Follow directions to complete the exercise

%

Perform all of the movements required for your
exercise
Exercise when you feel discomfort from the
exercise
Do your exercise when you lack energy

%

Include exercise in your daily routine

%

Exercise consistently every day of the week

%

Do your exercise when you don’t feel well

%

Arrange your schedule to include regular exercise

%
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APPENDIX F
NAME: ___________________ DATE: __________________________

SF-36 Health Survey
INSTRUCTIONS: This survey asks your views about your health in an effort to
get to know you better. This information will help keep track of how you feel and
how well you are able to do your usual activities. All information provided will
be kept confidential.
Answer every question by marking the answer as indicated. If you are
unsure about how to answer a question, please give the best answer you can.
1.

In general, would you say your health is:
circle one
Excellent

............................................................1

Very Good

............................................................2

Good

............................................................3

Fair

............................................................4

Poor

............................................................5

2.
Compared to one year ago, how would you rate your health in general
now:
circle one
Much better now than one year ago

........................................1

Somewhat better now than one year ago .........................................2
About the same as one year ago

.........................................3

Somewhat worse now than one year ago .........................................4
Much worse now than one year ago
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.........................................5

3.
The following items are about activities you might do during a typical
day. Does your health now limit you in these activities? If so, how much?
ACTIVITIES

YES,
LIMITED
A LOT

YES,
LIMITED
A LITTLE

NO, NOT
LIMITED
AT ALL

Vigorous activities, such as running,
lifting heavy objects, participating in
strenuous sports

1

2

3

Moderate activities, such as moving a
table, pushing a vacuum cleaner bowling
or playing golf

1

2

3

Lifting or carrying groceries

1

2

3

Climbing several flights of stairs

1

2

3

Climbing one flight of stairs

1

2

3

Bending, kneeling or stooping

1

2

3

Walking more than a mile

1

2

3

Walking several blocks

1

2

3

Walking one block

1

2

3

j. Bathing or dressing yourself

1

2

3

4.
During the past 4 weeks have you had any of the following problems
with your work or other regular daily activities as a result of your physical
health?
YES

NO

Cut down on the amount of time you spent on
working or other activities.

1

2

Accomplished less than you would like

1

2

Were limited to the kind of work or other
activities

1

2

d. Had difficulty performing work or other
activities (for example it took extra effort)

1

2
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5.
During the past 4 weeks have you had any of the following problems
with your work or other regular daily activities as a result of any emotional
problems (such as feeling depressed or anxious)?
YES

NO

Cut down on the amount of time you spent on
working or other activities.

1

2

Accomplished less than you would like

1

2

c. Didn’t do work or other activities as carefully
as usual

1

2

6.
During the past 4 weeks to what extent has your physical health or
emotional problems interfered with your normal social activities with family,
friends, neighbors, or groups?
circle one
Not at all..........................................................................................1
Slightly............................................................................................2
Moderately.......................................................................................3
Quite a bit........................................................................................4
Extremely........................................................................................5

7.

How much bodily pain have you had during the past 4 weeks?
circle one
None ............................................................................................1
Very Mild.......................................................................................2
Mild

.......................................................................................….3

Moderate.........................................................................................4
Severe .............................................................................................5
Very Severe.....................................................................................6
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8.
During the past 4 weeks how much did pain interfere with your
normal work (including both work and outside the home and housework)?
circle one
Not at all.........................................................................................1
Slightly............................................................................................2
Moderately......................................................................................3
Quite a bit.......................................................................................4
Extremely.......................................................................................5
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9.
These questions are about how you feel and how things have been
with you during the past 4 weeks. For each question, please give the one
answer that comes closest to the way you have been feeling. How much of the
time during the past 4 weeks:

a. Did you feel
full of pep?
b. Have you been
a very nervous
person
c. Have you felt
so down in the
dumps that nothing
could cheer you
up?
d. Have you felt
calm and peaceful?
e. Did you have a
lot of energy?
f. Have you felt
downhearted and
blue?
g. Did you feel
worn out?
h. Have you been
a happy person?
i. Did you feel
tired?

ALL
OF
THE
TIME

MOST
OF THE
TIME

A GOOD
BIT OF
THE
TIME

SOME
OF
THE
TIME

A
LITTLE
OF THE
TIME

NONE
OF THE
TIME

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6
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During the past 4 weeks, how much of the time has your physical health or
emotional problems interfered with your social activities (like visiting with
friends, relatives, etc.)?
circle one
All of the time

...........................................................1

Most of the time

...........................................................2

Some of the time

...........................................................3

A little of the time

...........................................................4

None of the time

...........................................................5

How TRUE or FALSE is each of the following statements for you?
DEFINITELY
TRUE

MOSTLY
TRUE

DON’T
KNOW

MOSTLY
FALSE

DEFINITELY
FALSE

a. I seem to
get sick a
little easier
than other
people

1

2

3

4

5

b. I am as
healthy as
anybody I
know

1

2

3

4

5

c. I expect
my health to
get worse

1

2

3

4

5

d. My
health is
excellent

1

2

3

4

5
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APPENDIX G
In this questionnaire you will be asked about your ability to do specific activities
as part of your daily routine. It is not important that you actually do the activities
on a daily basis or at all, you can still answer these questions by determining how
difficult you think the activity would be for you.PART 1
How much difficulty do you
have…?
None

A
little

Some

Quite
a lot

Can’t do

1. Unscrewing the lid off a
previously unopened jar without
using any devices.

5

4

3

2

1

2. Going up and down a flight of
stairs inside using a handrail.

5

4

3

2

1

3. Putting on and taking off long
pants (including managing
fasteners).

5

4

3

2

1

4. Running 1/2 mile or more.

5

4

3

2

1

5. Using common utensils for
preparing meals (e.g. can opener,
vegetable peeler, or sharp knife).

5

4

3

2

1

6. Holding a full glass of water in
one hand.

5

4

3

2

1

7. Walking a mile, taking rests as
necessary.

5

4

3

2

1

8. Going up and down a flight of
stairs outside, without using a
handrail.

5

4

3

2

1

9. Running a short distance, such
as to catch a bus.

5

4

3

2

1

10. Reaching overhead while
standing, as if to pull a light cord.

5

4

3

2

1

(This is without the help of
anyone else or the use of any
assistive walking device)
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Questionnaire (Part 1) continued…
How much difficulty do you
have…?
(This is without the help of
anyone else or the use of any
assistive walking device)
11. Sitting down in and standing
up from a low, soft couch.
12. Putting on and taking off a
coat or jacket.

None

A
little

Some

Quite
a lot

Can’t do

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

16. Rip open a package of snack
food using only your hands (e.g.
cellophane wrapping on crackers).

5

4

3

2

1

17. Pouring from a large pitcher.

5

4

3

2

1

18. Getting into and out of a
car/taxi (sedan).

5

4

3

2

1

19. Hiking a couple of miles on
uneven surfaces, including hills.

5

4

3

2

1

20. Going up and down 3 flights
of stairs inside, using a handrail.

5

4

3

2

1

21. Picking up a kitchen chair and
moving it in order to clean.

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

13. Reaching behind your back as
if to put a belt through a belt loop.
14. Stepping up and down from a
curb.
15. Opening a heavy, outside
door.

22. Using a step stool to reach
into a high cabinet.
23. Making a bed, including
spreading and tucking in the bed
sheets.
24. Carrying something in both
arms while climbing a flight of
stairs (e.g. laundry basket).
25. Bending over from a standing
position to pick up a piece of
clothing from the floor.
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Questionnaire (Part 1) continued…
How much difficulty do you
have…?
(This is without the help of
anyone else or the use of any
assistive walking device)
26. Walking around one floor of
your home, taking into
consideration thresholds, doors,
furniture, and a variety of floor
coverings.
27. Getting up from the floor (as
if you were laying on the ground).
28. Washing dishes, pots, and
utensils by hand while standing at
a sink.
29. Walking several blocks.

None

A
little

Some

Quite
a lot

Can’t do

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

30. Taking a 1 mile, brisk walk
without stopping to rest.

5

4

3

2

1

31. Stepping on and off a bus.

5

4

3

2

1

32. Walking on a slippery surface
outdoors.

5

4

3

2

1
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This includes managing and
taking responsibility for
homemaking, laundry,
housecleaning and minor
household repairs.

Take care of the inside of
your home.

This may include providing
personal care, transportation
and running errands for
family members or friends.

5

5

5

Visit (Visiting) friends and
family in their homes.

Provide care or assistance to
others.

5

Very
Often

Keep (Keeping) in touch
with others through letters,
phone or email.

PART 2

4

4

4

4

Often

3

3

3

3

Once
in a
While

2

2

2

2

Almost
Never

How often do you…?

1

1

1

1

Never

5

5

5

5

Not at
All

4

4

4

4

A
Little

3

3

3

3

Sometimes

2

2

2

2

A
Lot

1

1

1

1

Completely

To what Extent do you feel limited in…..?
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Take care of your own health.
This may include managing
daily medications, following
a special diet, scheduling
doctor’s appointments.

This may include managing
and taking responsibility for
your money., paying bills
dealing with a landlord or
tenant, dealing with utility
companies or government
agencies.

Take care of household
business and finances.

This may include bowling,
golf, tennis, hiking, walking,
jogging or swimming.

Take part in active
recreation.

Work at a volunteer job
outside your home.

PART 2

5

5

5

5

Very
Often

4

4

4

4

Often

3

3

3

3

Once
in a
While

2

2

2

2

Almost
Never

How often do you…?

1

1

1

1

Never

5

5

5

5

Not at
All

4

4

4

4

A
Little

3

3

3

3

Sometimes

2

2

2

2

A
Lot

1

1

1

1

Completely

To what Extent do you feel limited in…..?
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This includes bathing, dressing
and toileting.

5

5

Go out with others to public
places such as restaurants or
movies.

Take care of your own
personal care needs.

5

5

5

Very
Often

Invite people into your home
for a meal or entertainment.

This may include walking for
exercise, stationary biking,
weight lifting or exercise
classes.

Take part in a regular fitness
program.

Travel out of town for at least
on overnight stay.

PART 2

4

4

4

4

4

Often

3

3

3

3

3

Once
in a
While

2

2

2

2

2

Almost
Never

How often do you…?

1

1

1

1

1

Never

5

5

5

5

5

Not at
All

4

4

4

4

4

A
Little

3

3

3

3

3

Sometimes

2

2

2

2

2

A
Lot

1

1

1

1

1

Completely

To what Extent do you feel limited in…..?
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This may include planning,
cooking and cleaning up

Preparing meals for yourself.

This may include managing or
taking responsibility for
shopping for food and
personal items and going to
the bank library or dry
cleaners.

Take care of local errands.

This may include clubs, cards
playing, senior centre events,
community or religious
groups.

Take part in organized social
activities.

PART 2

5

5

5

Very
Often

4

4

4

Often

3

3

3

Once
in a
While

2

2

2

1

1

1

Never

5

5

5

Not at
All

4

4

4

A
Little

3

3

3

Sometimes

2

2

2

A
Lot

1

1

1

Completely

To what Extent do you feel limited in…..?

THANK YOU

Almost
Never

How often do you…?

APPENDIX H:
GRIP STRENGTH PROTOCOL[245, 246]

1. Have the individual sit with their shoulder adducted and neutrally rotated,
elbow flexed at 90º, forearm in neutral position, and wrist between 0º and
30º dorseflexion and between 0º and 15º ulnar deviation.
2. Set the JAMAR Hand Dynamometer to the second handle position from
the inside.
3. After the individual is positioned properly, say, “Squeeze as hard as you
can…harder!... harder!... relax.”
4. Record the scores of two trials for alternating between each hand. The
maximum score of the four trials can be compared to normative data.
Table 1. Consolidated grip strength reference values[247]
Males
Females
Age Range
Left (kg) mean
Right (kg) mean
Left (kg) mean
Right (kg) mean
(years)
(95% CI)
(95% CI)
(95% CI)
(95% CI)
55-59
41.0 (33.7-48.4)
44.1 (36.7-51.4)
27.2 (24.6-29.5)
29.9 (26.4-33.6)
60-64
38.7 (33.4-44.0)
41.7 (36.8-46.7)
23.0 (18.6-27.3)
25.9 (22.2-29.6)
65-69
38.2 (32.0-44.4)
41.7 (35.4-47.9)
22.9 (19.6-26.2)
25.6 (22.5-28.8)
70-74
36.2 (30.3-42.1)
38.2 (32.0-44.5)
22.5 (19.1-25.8)
24.2 (20.7-27.8)
75+
29.8 (24.8-34.7)
28.0 (12.7-31.0)
16.4 (14.7-18.1)
18.0 (16.0-19.9)
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Appendix I
10 meter walk test (TMW) Protocol [196, 199, 248]
1. Measure a 10 meter distance on the ground and mark with pylons to
indicate the start and stop lines.
2. Measure and mark an additional five meters at each end to allow for
acceleration and deceleration.
3. Have the individual line up at the first of the two lines at one end.
4. Instruct the individual on the word “go,” they are to walk in a straight line
at a pace that is safe and comfortable for them, until they reach the second
of the two pylons at the opposite end.
5. The time from when the individual’s first foot crosses the start line until
their first foot crosses the stop line is measured, though they continue
walking the final two meters.
6. Participants are allowed to perform one practice trial before completing
two test trials. Ensure that there is an adequate rest period in between each
trial.
7. The average of the two test trials is calculated and used as the average
comfortable gait speed.

Start
Line

Stop
Line
5 meters

10 meters

5 meters
Individual’s
Starting
Position
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Appendix J
TIMED UP AND GO (TUG) TEST PROTOCOL[154]

1. Measure a 3 meter distance from a standardised arm chair (seat height
approximately 46 cm) and mark with a cone on the floor.
2. Have the individual start by sitting with their back against the chair and
arms resting on the chair’s arms.
3. Individuals are instructed that on the word “go”, they are to get up and
walk at a comfortable and safe pace to the cone 3 meters away, walk
around the cone, return to the chair and sit down again.
4. Have the individual walk through the test once before being timed in order
to become familiar with the test.
5. The time from the word “go” until their back rests against the chair again
is recorded.

Table 1.Reference values for Timed Up and Go (TUG) test times[236]
Age (years) Studies/Groups Total Sample
Seconds for TUG Mean
(n)
(95% CI)
60-99
21/49
4395
9.4 (8.9-9.9)
60-69
5/7
176
8.1 (7.1-9.0)
70-79
7/12
798
9.2 (8.2-10.2)
80-99
7/12
1102
11.3 (10.0-12.7)

Homogeneity Q (p)
45.5 (0.576)
1.6 (0.953)
2.6 (0.995)
12.6 (0.318)
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Appendix K
6 MINUTE WALK PROTOCOL[202]
Pre test
1. Repeat testing should be performed about the same time of day to minimize
intraday variability.
2. A “warm-up” period before the test should not be performed.
3. The patient should sit at rest in a chair, located near the starting position, for at
least 10 minutes before the test starts. During this time, check for
contraindications, measure pulse and blood pressure, and make sure that
clothing and shoes are appropriate.
4. Pulse oximetry is optional. If it is performed, measure and record baseline
heart rate and oxygen saturation (SpO2) and follow manufacturer’s
instructions to maximize the signal and to minimize motion artifact. Make
sure the readings are stable before recording. Note pulse regularity and
whether the oximeter signal quality is acceptable. The rationale for measuring
oxygen saturation is that although the distance is the primary outcome
measure, improvement during serial evaluations may be manifest either by an
increased distance or by reduced symptoms with the same distance walked.
The SpO2 should not be used for constant monitoring during the exercise. The
technician must not walk with the patient to observe the SpO2. If worn during
the walk, the pulse oximeter must be lightweight (less than 2 pounds), battery
powered, and held in place (perhaps by a “fanny pack”) so that the patient
does not have to hold or stabilize it and so that stride is not affected. Many
pulse oximeters have considerable motion artifact that prevents accurate
readings during the walk.
5. Have the patient stand and rate their baseline dyspnea and overall fatigue using
the Borg scale.
6. Set the lap counter to zero and the timer to 6 minutes. Assemble all necessary
equipment (lap counter, timer, clipboard, Borg Scale, worksheet) and move to
the starting point.
7. Instruct the patient as follows:
“The object of this test is to walk as far as possible for 6 minutes. You will
walk back and forth in this hallway. Six minutes is a long time to walk, so you
will be exerting yourself. You will probably get out of breath or become
exhausted. You are permitted to slow down, to stop, and to rest as necessary.
You may lean against the wall while resting, but resume walking as soon as
you are able. You will be walking back and forth around the cones. You
should pivot briskly around the cones and continue back the other way
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without hesitation. Now I’m going to show you. Please watch the way I turn
without hesitation.”
Demonstrate by walking one lap yourself. Walk and pivot around a cone
briskly.
“Are you ready to do that? I am going to use this counter to keep track of the
number of laps you complete. I will click it each time you turn around at this
starting line. Remember that the object is to walk AS FAR AS POSSIBLE for
6 minutes, but don’t run or jog. Start now, or whenever you are ready.”
8. Position the patient at the starting line. You should also stand near the starting
line during the test. Do not walk with the patient – you may walk several steps
behind. As soon as the patient starts to walk, start the timer.
9. Do not talk to anyone during the walk. Use an even tone of voice when using
the standard phrases of encouragement. Watch the patient. Do not get
distracted and lose count of the laps. Each time the participant returns to the
starting line, click the lap counter once (or mark the lap on the worksheet). Let
the participant see you do it. Exaggerate the click using body language, like
using a stopwatch at a race.
After the first minute, tell the patient the following (in even tones): “You are
doing well. You have 5 minutes to go.” When the timer shows 4 minutes
remaining, tell the patient the following: “Keep up the good work. You have 4
minutes to go.” When the timer shows 3 minutes remaining, tell the patient
the following: “You are doing well. You are halfway done.” When the timer
shows 2 minutes remaining, tell the patient the following: “Keep up the good
work. You have only 2 minutes left.” When the timer shows only 1 minute
remaining, tell the patient: “You are doing well. You have only 1 minute to
go.”
Do not use other words of encouragement (or body language to speed up). If
the patient stops walking during the test and needs a rest, say this: “You can
lean against the wall if you would like; then continue walking whenever you
feel able.” Do not stop the timer. If the patient stops before the 6 minutes are
up and refuses to continue (or you decide that they should not continue),
wheel the chair over for the patient to sit on, discontinue the walk, and note on
the worksheet the distance, the time stopped, and the reason for stopping
prematurely.
When the timer is 15 seconds from completion, say this: “In a moment I’m
going to tell you to stop. When I do, just stop right where you are and I will
come to you.” When the timer rings (or buzzes), say this: “Stop!” Walk over
to the patient. Consider taking the chair if they look exhausted. Mark the spot
where they stopped by placing a bean bag or a piece of tape on the floor.
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10. Post-test: Record the post-walk Borg dyspnea and fatigue levels and ask this:
“What, if anything, kept you from walking farther?”
11. If using a pulse oximeter, measure SpO2 and pulse rate from the oximeter and
then remove the sensor.
12. Record the number of laps from the counter (or tick marks on the worksheet).
13. Record the additional distance covered (the number of meters in the final
partial lap) using the markers on the wall as distance guides. Calculate the
total distance walked, rounding to the nearest meter, and record it on the
worksheet.
14. Congratulate the patient on good effort and offer a drink of water
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